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Abstract 
There are many causes of structural failure. One of the most important factors leading to material 
failure is residual stress. This stress represents effects left in structures after processing or 
removal of external loads including changes in shape and crystallite size. In aggregate, residual 
stress changes the mechanical behaviour of materials. Various measurement techniques 
encompassing destructive, semi destructive, and non-destructive testing can be used to measure 
residual stresses. 
Thin plates are common in engineering applications. This thesis analyzes residual stresses on 
circular AISI 1020 steel alloy plates after removal of external loads using two-dimensional X-ray 
diffraction. Two identical thin circular plates are used in this experiment; one of which is 
statically loaded. The other plate is used as a control specimen. Residual stresses in the plates are 
measured using two-dimensional X-ray diffraction and the measurements are compared to those 
obtained using finite element analysis.  It was found that experimentally measured residual stress 
occurred due to manufacture processing. Also, modules A and B showed the external effect of 
applying not enough to reach the plastic region to deform specimen 2 and obtain residual stress 
results distribution. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
There are many causes of failure in structures. One important effect on a material structure is 
stress. This thesis focussed on residual stresses in thin plate structures. Residual stress is the 
stress left in structures after the removal of external loads. There are two levels of residual 
stresses, which are micro and macro. Residual stresses may occur in many manufactured 
structures and components without external loading.  
Internal stress or residual stress cannot be detected simply through visual observation. Therefore, 
measurement techniques such as destructive, semi destructive and non-destructive testing, are 
used to detect and measure residual stresses. Destructive testing completely damages the material 
by cutting the sample into different parts.  Semi destructive testing cuts a part of material to 
calculate residual stresses. In non-destructive testing, residual stresses are measured without 
damaging the material. Figure 1.1 shows some of these techniques, and Table 1.1 provides their 
advantages and disadvantages [1]. One of the most important non-destructive testing techniques 
is X-ray diffraction.  
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Figure 1:1: Residual stresses measurement techniques [1]. 
Table 1.1: Advantages and disadvantages of measurement techniques [1]. 
Technique  Advantages Disadvantages 
 
Diffraction Ductile material 
Varied range of materials 
Macro and Micro 
Lab-based Systems 
Expensive 
Ultrasonic Very quick 
Low cost 
Limited resolution 
Bulk measurements over whole 
volume 
Neutron 
Diffraction 
Macro and Micro 
 
Offered by few facility 
Lab-based system 
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Barkhausen 
Noise 
 
Fast 
High sensitivity to microstructure 
effects especially in welds 
Only ferromagnetic materials 
Need to separate the microstructure 
signal from that due to stress 
Hole Drilling Very quick 
Easy to use 
Varied range of materials 
Semi destructive testing 
Limite to strain 
Sectioning Wide range of materials 
Inexpensive  
Very quick 
Destructive testing 
Limited to strain  
Synchrotron 
 
Improved penetration and resolution 
ofX-rays 
Very quick 
Macro and micro 
Offered by few facility 
Lab-based systems 
Expensive 
 
This research focuses on measurement of residual stress using two-dimensional X-ray diffraction 
and finite element analysis.  These two techniques are very powerful and distinct, which makes it 
a very challenging field of study. 
In this thesis, there are five chapters: chapter 1 introduces two X-ray diffraction, chapter 2 
defines residual stresses obtained using two-dimensional X-ray diffraction, chapter 3 describes 
the LEPTOS software, chapter 4 covers the use finite element analysis to calculate residual 
stresses, and chapter 5 provides the results and discusses them. 
1.2 History ofX-rays 
Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen discovered X-rays in 1895. In fact some textbooks refer to X-rays as 
Röntgen radiation. He was honoured with the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1901 [2]. Unlike light, 
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X-ray radiation has the ability to discover what the human eyes cannot see.  Since then, X-ray 
technology has developed to involve many research areas such as medical and engineering 
applications. X-ray based study of crystals was introduced in 1912 by Max Von Laue. One of the 
most important mathematical formulae governing X-ray was noticed by Bragg, namely Bragg's 
law for which he was awarded the Nobel prize for Physics in 1915. The firstX-ray diffraction 
was used by W. H. and W. L. Bragg. X-ray powder diffraction and other x ray diffraction types 
collect data from one-dimensional diffraction lines.  One-dimensional diffraction lines collect the 
data with scanning point detectors or linear position-sensitive detectors (PSD) [3]. These types of 
X ray diffraction are collected by conventional diffractometers [3].  Since 1999, two-dimensional 
X-ray theory and application had been discovered. The X-ray diffraction is used for phase 
identification, thin films, texture analysis, and stress measurement.   
1.3 X-ray Radiation 
X-rays refer to a region in the electromagnetic radiation spectrum that have a very short 
wavelength compared to other electromagnetic waves as shown in Figure 1.2 [4]. X-ray radiation 
wavelengths are on the order of one angstrom (A), which is equal to 10-8 cm [4]. As shown in 
Figure 1.2, X-rays occur between Gamma- rays and ultraviolet. This type of light has the ability 
to show the internal details of materials that other radiation cannot.  
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PROPERTIES OF X-RAYS [CHAP. 1
1 megacycle 10_
1 kilocycle IQl
FIG. i-i. The electromagnetic spectrum. The boundaries between regions are
arbitrary, since no sharp upper or lower limits can be assigned. (F. W. Sears, Optics,
3rd ed., Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., 1949 )
region between gamma and ultraviolet rays in the complete electromag-
netic spectrum (Fig. 1-1). Other units sometimes used to measure x-ray
wavelength are the X unit (XU) and the kilo X unit (kX = 1000 XU).*
The X unit is only slightly larger than the angstrom, the exact relation
bemg lkX= 1.00202A.
It is worth while to review briefly some properties of electromagnetic
waves. Suppose a monochromatic beam of x-rays, i.e., x-rays of a single
wavelength, is traveling in the x direction (Fig. 1-2). Then it has asso-
ciated with it an electric field E in, say, the y direction and, at right angles
to this, a magnetic field H in the z direction. If the electric field is con-
fined to the xy-plane as the wave travels along, the wave is said to be plane-
polarized. (In a completely unpolarized wave, the electric field vector E
and hence the magnetic field vector H can assume all directions in the
* For the origin of these units, see Sec. 3-4.
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Figure 1:2:  Electromagnetic radiation spectrum [4]. 
1.4 X-ray Diffraction 
When the X-ray incident beam reaches a specimen, the X-rays are reflected through diffraction.  
This kind of diffraction is called elastic scatte ing. The atomic distribution in a specimen might 
be disordered such as glass or ordered like single silicon [2].  The structure can by calculate by 
the intensity, spatial distributions an diffraction p ttern of the reflected X-rays.  X-ray 
diffraction is able to provide atomic distribution of any material.  
1.5 Crystal Structure 
The crystal X-ray diffraction pattern is able to show the geometry and structure of a crystalline 
solid. The atomic arrangement is in lattice points in three –dimensions that compose of crystal 
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planes.  The lattice planes are described by Miller indices, which is a set of three integers hkl [2].  
The three axes (hkl) are described the orientations planes inside the crystal structure.  Some 
crystal structure reflection rules of X-ray diffraction are shown in Table 1.2 [5].  
 
Table 1.2: Reflection rules of X-ray diffraction [5]. 
  
1.6 Bragg's Law 
Bragg law is one of the most important laws in X-ray diffraction due to the simplicity of its 
description for the diffraction of X-rays by a crystal. This law explains the relation between 
material structure and diffraction pattern. It also provides information on incident X-rays, 
incident angle, and reflection angle, as shown in Figure 1.3.  The gray spots are the atomic 
positions in a strain-free crystal. The horizontal lines connecting them are the crystal planes in 
the strain-free crystal.  Where is d0 is d- spacing, θ0 Bragg angle, and εn strain direction. The 
direction changing in d0 and θ0 is refer to d and θ.  In X-ray diffraction Bragg's law is satisfied 
when the diffraction peak is shifted.  
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g-integrated diffraction profiles from 2D frames can be used in the peak broadening
and peak profile analysis in the same way as diffraction profiles collected by a
conventional diffractometer. In this chapter, we will focus on the X-ray diffraction
method for stress measurement of the first kind.
9.2 PRINCIPLE OF X-RAY STRESS ANALYSIS
9.2.1 Strain and Bragg Law
X-ray stress analysis is based on two fundamental theories: the theory of elasticity,
which defines the relationship between stresses and strains, and X-ray diffraction
theory, which gives the relationship between the atomic arrangement in a solid and its
diffraction pattern. The Bragg law is the basis of stress analysis by X-ray diffraction.
Figure 9.3 illustrates the relationship between strain and diffraction angle. The gray
spots represent the atomic positions in a strain-free crystal. The light horizontal lines
represent the crystal planes in the strain-free crystal. For the strain-free crystal, the
Bragg law is given by
2d0 sin u0 ¼ l ð9:25Þ
where u0 is the Bragg angle (the incident beam and the diffracted beammake the same
angle to the crystal planes), d0 is the d-spacing between adjacent crystal planes, and l
is the wavelength of the X-ray beam. N denotes the plane normal direction. When a
strain in the plane normal direction en is applied to the crystal, the d-spacing changes
from d0 to d. For a crystal with strain, the Bragg law is given by
2d sin u ¼ l ð9:26Þ
d0 d
N
qq
q0 q0
en
en
FIGURE 9.3 Illustration of the strain measurement based on Bragg law.
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Figure 1:3: Bragg law of strain measurement [2]. 
1.3 PRINCIPLES OF X-RAY DIFF ACTION
X-rays are electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength in the range of 0.01–100A
!
.
X-rays belong to a portion of the electromag etic spectrum overlapping with gamma
rays in the shorter wavelengths and with ultr violet in the longer wavelengths.
The wavelength of typical X-r ys used in X-ra diff actio is in the vicinity of 1A
!
,
which is comparable to the range of interatomic spacing in crystals. When a
monochromatic X-ray beam hits a sample, in addition to absorption and other
phenomena, it generat s cattered X-rays with th same wavelength as the incident
beam. This type of scattering is also known as elastic scattering r coherent scattering.
The scattered X-rays from a sample are not evenly di tributed in space, but a function
of the electron distribution in the sample. The atomic arrangement in the sample can
be ordered like a single crystal or disordered like glass or liquid. As such, the
intensities and spatial distributions of the scattered X-rays form a specific diffraction
pattern that is uniquely determined by the structure of the sample.
1.3.1 Bragg Law
There are many theories and equations about the relationship between the diffraction
pattern and thematerial structure.Bragg law is a simpleway to describe the diffraction
of X-rays by a crystal. In Figure 1.1( ), th incident X-rays hit the crystal planes with
an incident angle u and reflection angle u. The diffraction peak is observed when the
Bragg condition is satisfied:
nl ¼ 2dsinu ð1:3Þ
where l is the wavelength, d is the distance between each adjacent crystal planes
(d-spacing), u is the Bragg angle at which one observes a diffraction peak, and n is an
integer number, called the order of reflection. That means that the Bragg condition
with the same d-spacing and 2u angle can be satisfied by various X-ray wavelengths
(energies). The first-order reflection (n¼ 1) is from the fundamental energy, and the
second- or third-order reflections are from harmonic energies two or three times the
fundamental energy.
In X-ray diffraction using a single wavelength, the Bragg equation is typically
expressedwithn¼ 1 for thefirst orderofdiffractionbecause thehigherorder reflections
can be considered as being from different lattice planes. For instance, the second-order
reflection from (hkl ) planes is equivalent to the first-order reflection from (2h, 2k, 2l)
planes.Thediffraction peak is displayed as diffracted intensities at a range of 2u angles.
For perfect crystals with perfect instrumentation, the peak is a delta function (the dark
straight vertical line) as shown in Figure 1.10(b). The intensity is denoted by I.
The delta function is an oversimplifiedmodel that requires a perfect crystalwithout
mosaic structure and a perfectly collimated monochromatic X-ray beam. A typical
diffraction peak is a broadened peak displayed by the curved line in Figure 1.10(b).
The peak broadening can be due to many effects, including imperfect crystal
conditions, such as strain, mosaic structure, and finite size; ambient conditions, such
as atomic thermal vibration; and instrumental conditions, such as X-ray beam size,
PRINCIPLES OF X-RAY DIFFRACTION 13
 
Equation.1.1. Where λ is the wavelength, n is an integer, (d-spacing) is the distance between 
adjacent crystal planes, and θ0 is the Bragg angle relative to the i cident beam. The str in-free 
crystal Bragg law is given by equation 1.2. [2].  Also, for a crystal with strain the Bragg law is 
given by equation 1.3. [2]. 
g-integrated diffraction profiles from 2D frames can be used in the peak broadening
and peak profile analysis in the same way as diffraction profiles collected by a
conventional diffractometer. In this chapter, we will focus on the X-ray diffraction
method for stress measurement of th first kind.
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which defines the relationship between stresses and strains, and X-ray diffraction
theory, which gives the relationship between the atomic arrangement in a solid and its
diffraction pattern. The Bragg law is the basis of stress analysis by X-ray diffraction.
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represent the crystal planes in the strain-free crystal. For the strain-free crystal, the
Bragg law is given by
2d0 sin u0 ¼ l ð9:25Þ
where u0 is the Bragg angle (the incident beam and the diffracted beammake the same
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is the wavelength of the X-ray beam. N denotes the plane normal direction. When a
strain in the plane normal direction en is applied to the crystal, the d-spacing changes
from d0 to d. For a crystal with strain, th Bragg law is given by
2d sin u ¼ l ð9:26Þ
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N
qq
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Free Strain Bragg law [2]. 
g-integrated diffraction profiles from 2D frames can be used in the p ak broadening
and peak profile analysis in the same way diffraction profiles collecte by a
conventional diffractometer. In this chapter, we will focus on the X-ray diffraction
method for stress measurement of the first kind.
9.2 PRINCIPLE OF X-RAY STRESS ANALYSIS
9.2.1 Strain and Bragg Law
X-ray stress analysis is based on two fundamental theories: the theory of elasticity,
which defines the relationship between stresses and strains, and X-ray diffraction
theory, which giv s the relationship between the atomic arrangement in a solid and i s
diffraction pattern. The Bragg law is the basis of stress analysis by X-ray diffraction.
Figure 9.3 illustrates the relationship between strain and diffraction angle. The gray
spots represent the atomic positions in a strain-free crystal. The light horizontal lines
represent the crystal planes in the strain-free crystal. For the strain-free crystal, the
Bragg law is given by
2d0 sin u0 ¼ l ð9:25Þ
where u0 is the Bragg angle (the incident beam and the diffracted beammake the same
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Crystal with strain Bragg law [2]. 
 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
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However, the diffracted intensities I at a range of 2θ angles is displayed as diffraction peak [2]. 
The peak diffraction represent as curved line with highest points which provide intensity 
maximum, Imax. The peak diffraction width measured by its full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) is shown in Figure 1.4 [2]. 
beam divergence, beam spectrum distribution, and detector resolution. The curved
line gives a peak profile, which is the diffracted intensity distribution in the vicinity of
the Bragg angle. The highest point on the curve gives the maximum intensity of the
peak, Imax. Thewidth of a peak is typicallymeasured by its full width at halfmaximum
(FWHM). The total diffracted energy of a diffracted beam for a peak can bemeasured
by the area under the curve, which is referred to as integrated intensity. The integrated
intensity is a more consistent value for measuring the diffracted intensity of a
reflection since it is less affected by all the peak broadening factors. Causes of peak
broadening, while increasing FWHM, typically also reduce themaximum intensity at
the same time.Therefore, overall variation of the integrated intensity is less significant
compared to the variations of FWHM and Imax.
1.3.2 Diffraction Patterns
The above diffraction condition is based on the existence of long periodicity of
crystalline materials. In general, X-ray diffraction can provide information on the
atomic arrangement in materials with long-range order, short-range order, or no
order at all, like gases, liquids, and amorphous solids. A material may have one of
the above atomic arrangement types, or a mixture of the above types. Figure 1.11
gives a schematic comparison of diffraction patterns for crystalline solids, liquids,
amorphous solids, and monatomic gases as well as their mixtures. The diffraction
pattern from crystals has many sharp peaks corresponding to various crystal planes
based on the Bragg law. The peaks at low 2u angles are from crystal planes of large
d-spacing and vice versa at high 2u angles. To satisfy the Bragg condition at all crystal
planes, the crystal diffraction pattern is actually generated from polycrystalline
materials or powder materials. Therefore, the diffraction pattern is also called
powder diffraction pattern. A similar diffraction pattern can be collected with a
single crystal if the crystal has been rotated at various angles during the data
collection so that the Bragg law can be satisfied when the crystal is at the right
orientation. The techniques have been used in the Gandolfi camera in which the
crystal is rotated above an axis tilted 45! from the camera axis. The powder-like
IDif
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Imax
FIGURE 1.10 The incident X-rays and reflected X-rays make an angle of u symmetric to the
normal of crystal plane (a). The diffraction peak is observed at the Bragg angle u (b).
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Figure 1:4: the peak diffraction shown Imax and   (FWHM) at the Bragg angle θ  [2]. 
The peaks have many shapes fits for crystal planes found by the Bragg law. Bragg's law is 
satisfied when the crystal has been rotated at various angles during the data collection; therefore, 
to satisfy Bragg's law the crystal must be in the right orientation [2]. This technique used in the 
Gandolfi camera is such that the crystal is rotat d above an axis til  45° from the camera axis 
[2]. “X-ray diffraction phenomena can also be explained in reciprocal space by the reciprocal 
lattice and the Ewald sphere” [2].  
1.7  The Ewald Sphere 
The reciprocal lattice represents the crystal lattice in real space. The Ewald sphere explains the 
relationship between the Bragg law condition a d the reciprocal lattice. This method is a 
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formation that displays Bragg planes in the correct orientation to cause diffraction, as shown 
Figure 1.5 [2].  
 
Figure 1:5: Ewald sphere [2]. 
 Where 1/ λ is the radius of the Ewald sphere. The incident beam starts at C at direction s0/ λ and 
ends at O. The diffracted beam s/ λ starts at the point C and ends at point P. Therefore, the line 
from O to P is the reciprocal lattice Hhkl given. Both beams are at an angle θ from a crystal 
planes (hkl) with d-spacing of the crystal planes.  Equation 1.4 gives the relationship between the 
Ewald sphere and Bragg law. To satisfy the Bragg law, the reciprocal lattice point must be on the 
Ewald sphere. and the magnitude of the vectors has the following relationship based on the
Bragg law:
s ! s0
l
!!! !!! ¼ 2 sin u
l
¼ jHhkl j ¼ 1
dhkl
ð1:11Þ
The point O is the origin of the reciprocal lattice and the point P is the reciprocal
point (hkl). TheBragg condition is satisfied onlywhen the reciprocal lattice point falls
on the Ewald sphere. For a single crystal, the chance to have a reciprocal lattice
point on the Ewald sphere is very small if the crystal orientation is fixed. Multiplying
both ends of Eq. (1.10) by the three lattice axes in real space, respectively, we obtain
the Laue equations
a % ðs ! s0Þ ¼ hl
b % ðs ! s0Þ ¼ kl
c % ðs ! s0Þ ¼ ll
ð1:12Þ
The Laue equations establish that a periodic three-dimensional lattice produces
diffractionmaxima at specific angles depending on the incident beam direction and the
wavelength. The Laue equations are suitable to describe the diffraction geometry of a
singlecrystal.TheBragg lawismoreconvenientlyused forpowderdiffraction.Both the
Laue equations and the Bragg law define the diffraction condition in different formats.
The distance between the origin of the reciprocal lattice (O) and the lattice point (P)
is reciprocal to the d-spacing. The largest possible magnitude of the reciprocal lattice
vector is given by 2/l. This means that the smallest d-spacing satisfying the Bragg
condition is l/2. In powder X-ray diffraction, the random orientation of all crystallites
can take all possible orientations assuming an infinite number of crystallites in
diffraction. The trace of the reciprocal lattice points from all crystallites can be
considered as a series of spherical surfaces with the origin O as the center. Therefore,
the condition for satisfying the Bragg law is only if the d-spacing is greater than half of
the wavelength. In other words, the Bragg condition can be satisfied if a reciprocal
lattice point falls in a sphere of 2l from the origin O. This sphere is called the limiting
sphere for powder diffraction. Figure 1.14 illustrates the limiting sphere for powder
diffraction in a two-dimensional cut through the origin. All the reciprocal lattice points
within the limiting sphere are denoted by black dots. For powder samples, all the
reciprocal lattice points having the same distance from the origin form a sphere shown
by a circle of broken line. For example, the reciprocal lattice point P(hkl)would not fall
on the Ewald sphere for a single crystal with fixed orientation. But for powder samples,
the equivalent reciprocal lattice point from some crystallites would fall on the Ewald
sphere at point P0. The same explanation can also be given for rotating single crystal. In
this case, the reciprocal lattice point P(hkl) can crosswith theEwald sphere by a proper
rotation. The Gandolfi camera works in this principle.
1.4.3 Diffraction Cone and Diffraction Vector Cone
In powder diffraction, for a fixed incident X-ray vector s0/l, the diffracted beam
vector s/l takes all directions at a 2u angle from the incident beam direction, as shown
RECIPROCAL SPACE AND DIFFRACTION 19
 
Relationship between Ewald sphere and Bragg law [2]. 
(1.4) 
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1.8 Two-Dimensional X-ray Diffraction: 
The two-dimensional collection of data with an area detector collect the data in less time and 
provides more data points. The diffraction pattern gathered with an area detector provides a two-
dimensional look like a frame. The X-ray intensity becomes like an image diffraction pattern, 
called a frame. The diffraction frame collected from a corundum powder is shown in Figure 
1.6[2]. The two-dimensional X-ray diffraction system has an area detector, sample positioning 
stage, X-ray source, X-ray optics, sample alignment and monitoring device with computer 
control to analysis results, as shown in Figure 1.7[6]  
Figure 1.16(c). Each diffraction cone corresponds to the diffraction from the same
family of crystalline planes in all the participating grains. The diffraction frame from
a polycrystalline sample is a cross section of the detecting plane and the diffraction
cones. Figure 1.16(d) is a diffraction frame collected from corundum powder with an
area detector. Since the diffraction pattern collected with an area detector is typically
given as a two-dimensional image frame, the X-ray diffraction with an area detector is
called two-dimensional diffraction.
1.5.2 Two-Dimensional X-Ray Diffraction System and Major Components
Two-dimensional X-ray diffraction (XRD2) systems have a variety of configurations
and component options to fulfill requirements of different samples and applications.
As shown in Figure 1.17, a typical XRD2 system normally consists of five basic
components:
FIGURE 1.16 The patterns of diffracted X-rays: (a) from a single crystal, (b) diffraction
frame from a lysozyme protein single crystal, (c) diffraction cones from a polycrystalline
sample, and (d) a diffraction frame from corundum powder.
22 INTRODUCTION
 
Figure 1:6: Diffraction frames [2]. 
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Figure 1:7: The two-dimensional X-ray diffraction system [6]. 
1.9 Rotations in Two-Dimensional X-ray Diffraction  
Two-dimensional X-ray diffraction system consists of three geometry spaces, which are the 
diffraction space, detector space, and sample space, and the basis of all three spaces coordinate 
system are the XL YL ZL directions.   The diffraction space represents the beam diffraction (2θ, 
γ). The detector space is collected the data in direction (D, α).  There are many stages samples, 
which is holding the sample for the experiment. The relation between theses spaces is shown in 
Figure 1.8.  There are two diffraction cones, in which one represents forward diffraction 
(2θ<90°) and the other backward diffraction (2θ>90°), as shown in Figure1.9 [2]. The X- ray 
beam direction is XL, which also represents the rotation axis of the diffraction cones.  On the 
other hand, there are three rotation angles for sample spaces calculate by Eulerian geometry. 
There are three angles in Eulerian geometry ω (omega), ψ (psi), and φ (phi), as shown in Figure 
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1.9 [2]. The omega angle is fixed in geometric coordinates. However, it is important to assign the 
coordinates S1, S2, and S3   on sample due to analyze the diffraction results to the sample 
orientation as shown in Figure 1.10.  In addition, Bruker AXS GADDS (General Area Detector 
Diffraction System) is shown in Figure 1.11.   
In addition to the diffraction intensity and Bragg angle corresponding to each data
point on the diffraction ring, the unit vector hsfh1; h2; h3g provides orientation
information in the sample space. This will be further explored later in data reduction,
phase ID, stress, and texture analyses. The transformation matrix of any other
goniometer geometry, such as kappa geometry [3,4,8,11,13], can be introduced into
Eq. (2.19) so that theunit vectorhsfh1; h2; h3g canbeexpressed in termsof the specified
geometry. All equations using the unit vector hsfh1; h2; h3g in the following chapters,
such as data treatment, texture analysis, and stress measurement, are applicable to all
goniometergeometriesprovided that theunit vector components aregenerated fromthe
corresponding transformation matrix from diffraction space to the sample space.
The reciprocal space mapping has been commonly used to analyze the diffraction
patterns from highly oriented structures, diffuse scattering from crystal defects, and
thin films [14–17]. The equations of the unit vector calculation given above can also be
used to transform the diffraction intensity from the diffraction space to the reciprocal
space with respect to the sample coordinates. The direction of the scattering vector is
given by the unit vector hsfh1; h2; h3g and the magnitude of the scattering vector is
given by 2 sin u=l so that the scattering vector corresponding to a pixel is given by
H ¼ 2 sin u
l
hs ð2:22Þ
The three-dimensional reciprocal space mapping can be obtained by applying the
pixel intensities to the corresponding reciprocal points. With various sample orienta-
tions, all pixels on the detector and all possible 2u angles from 0 to p, the reciprocal
space mapping can cover the three-dimensional reciprocal space within a sphere of
maximum radius of 2/l (limiting sphere).
Diffraction space
Detector space Sample space
( 2q, g )
(D, a) 
Laboratory
coordinates
(XL, YL, ZL)
crystal structure
and wavelength
geometry basis
for all three spaces
pixel resolution and
(w, y, f, X, Y, Z)
angular coverage
sample location
and orientation
FIGURE 2.16 The relationship between the three spaces and the laboratory coordinates.
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Figure 1:8: diffraction space, detector space, and sample space [2]. 
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Figure 1.16(c). Each diffraction cone corresponds to the diffraction from the same
family of crystalline planes in all the participating grains. The diffraction frame from
a polycrystalline sample is a cross section of the detecting plane and the diffraction
cones. Figure 1.16(d) is a diffraction frame collected from corundum powder with an
area detector. Since the diffraction pattern collected with an area detector is typically
given as a two-dimensional image frame, the X-ray diffraction with an area detector is
called two-dimensional diffraction.
1.5.2 Two-Dimensional X-Ray Diffraction System and Major Components
Two-dimensional X-ray diffraction (XRD2) systems have a variety of configurations
and component options to fulfill requirements of different samples and applications.
As shown in Figure 1.17, a typical XRD2 system normally consists of five basic
components:
FIGURE 1.16 The patterns of diffracted X-rays: (a) from a single crystal, (b) diffraction
frame from a lysozyme protein single crystal, (c) diffraction cones from a polycrystalline
sample, and (d) a diffraction frame from corundum powder.
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Figure 1:9: Two diffraction cones [2]. 
both the low and high angles (26.6–153.4!). One possibility is to use flat detectors for
the low and high 2u angles and cylinder detector for the intermediate 2u ranges.
Figure 2.11(c) illustrates a concept of covering the whole diffraction space with two
flat detectors and one horizontal cylinder detector. The flat detector for low 2u angles
is separated from the cylinder detector in the illustration to show the diffraction rings.
The algorithms to calculate the diffraction space coordinates (2u, g) for a pixel are the
same equations given previously in this section for the flat detectors. The algorithms
can be simplified by letting the swing angle take the value of 0 and p for the low-angle
flat (forward) detector and the high-angle flat (backward) detector, respectively. These
combined detectors have similar functionality to the spherical ideal (4p) detector,
while being a technically feasible solution.
2.4 SAMPLE SPACE AND GONIOMETER GEOMETRY
2.4.1 Sample Rotations and Translations in Eulerian Geometry
In an XRD2 system, three rotation angles are necessary to define the orientation of a
sample in the diffractometer. These three rotation angles can be achieved by an
Eulerian geometry, a kappa (k) geometry, or other kinds of geometries. The three
angles in Eulerian geometry are v (omega), c (psi), and f (phi). In a typical four-
circle diffractometer with Eulerian geometry, there is also a 2u circle for point
detectors. In an XRD2 system, the fourth circle should be the detector swing angle a
instead. The detector swing angle a belongs to the detector space and it is
independent of the sample orientation. Figure 2.12(a) shows the relationship
between rotation axes (v, c, f) in the laboratory system XLYLZL. The v angle
is defined as a right-hand rotation aboutZL axis. Thev axis is fixed on the laboratory
coordinates. The c angle is a right-hand rotation about a horizontal axis. The c axis
makes an angle ofvwithXL axis in theXL–YL plane. Thec axis lies onXLwhenv is
X-ray
(b)(a)
X
Y
Z
ZL
YL
XL
y
w f
fy
y
w
cg
w
FIGURE 2.12 Sample rotation and translation: (a) three rotation axes in XLYLZL coordi-
nates; (b) rotation axes (v, xg, c, f) and translation axes XYZ.
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Figure 1:10: hree rotatio  axes in LYLZL coordinates. [2]. 
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Figure 1:11:Sample coordinates and Eulerian angles [2]. 
set at zero. The f angle defines a left-hand rotation about an axis on the sample,
typically the normal of a flat sample. The f axis lies on YL axis when v¼c¼ 0. In
an aligned diffraction system, all three rotation axes and the primary X-ray beam
cross at the origin of XLYLZL coordinates. This cross point is also known as the
goniometer center or instrument center.
Figure 2.12(b) shows the relationship and stacking sequence among all rotation
axes (v, xg, c, f) and translation axes XYZ. v is the base rotation, and all other
rotations and translations are on top of this rotation. The next rotation abovev is thec
rotation. xg is also a rotation above a horizontal axis. Since the x symbol has also been
used for the azimuthal angle on the diffraction cones in some publications and
software, a subscript g indicates the angle is a goniometer angle. c and xg have the
same axis but different starting positions and rotation directions, and xg¼ 90" #c.
Therefore, xg is also the angle between the f axis and ZL. For consistency and
clearness, c will be used thereafter whenever possible in this book. The next rotation
above v and c is f rotation. Due to the above stacking sequence, the v axis is always
on the ZL axis. The c axis is on XL at v¼ 0 and onYL at v¼ 90". The direction of f
axis in XLYLZL at the following special v and c values is given below.
v c f axis on
0 0 YL
90" 0 #XL
Any value 90" ZL
The sample translation coordinatesXYZ are so defined that, when v¼c¼f¼ 0,
the relationship to the laboratory axes becomes X¼ #XL, Y¼ZL, and Z¼YL. The
f rotation axis is always on theZ axis,which is typically normal to the sample surface.
TheX–Y plane is parallel to the sample surface andZ is normal to the sample surface.
In the preferred embodiment, XYZ translations are above all the rotations so that the
translations will notmove any rotation axis away from the goniometer center. Instead,
the XYZ translations bring different parts of the sample into the goniometer center.
For example, in Figure 2.13, a sample translation of þDx and þDy will bring the
sample spot P(#Dx, #Dy) into the instrument center. Therefore, the origin ofXYZ
Dy
X
Y
Z
Dx
S3
S3
S2
S2
S1
S1
f
P
Hhkl Hhkl
(a) (b)
f
FIGURE 2.13 The sample translation axes XYZ and the sample coordinates S1S2S3.
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Figure 1:12: Coordinates S1, S2, and S3 [2]. 
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Figure 1:13:Bruker AXS GADDS  (General Area Detector Diffraction System) [2]. 
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Chapter 2 
Residual Stress Measurement 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 Crystallites in a material are changing shape or size because of elastic deformation caused by 
external loads or in manufacturing process. These changes in the material are called residual 
stresses.  To calculate the residual stresses in each crystallite, the stresses are measured by the 
change in lattice d-spacing in the crystallites.  There are two kinds of stresses in material, either 
tensile or compressive. Therefore, the d-spacing in the crystallite can be smaller or larger than 
the stress-free sample. The diffraction peaks can be used to calculate the d-spacing from Bragg's 
law. The residual stresses cannot be measured by X-ray diffraction [2].  Therefore, the residual 
stresses can be calculated from strains using the Hooke's law [2]. The diffraction peak 2θ shifts 
can be use to calculate the residual stress from strain. Changing the orientations (ω, ψ, φ) leads to 
measuring the residual stress from many diffraction peaks. The relationship between the stress 
tensor and diffraction cone distortion collected with a two-dimensional data detector can be used 
to solve the stress tensor with an area detector.  The peak 2θ shifts are measured along the 
diffraction ring.  However, the two-dimensional X-ray diffraction provides more data points than 
one-dimensional X-ray diffraction peak, which requires less time for collection. There are three 
categories of residual stresses relate to the scale of the grain size, as shown in Figure 2.1. The 
first category is macroscopic residual stress σI, which is measured over a large grain area of 
several millimeters. In addition, this stress can by measured by X-ray diffraction through the 
shift of the Bragg peaks. The second category is microscopic stress σII, which is measured from 
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one grain or a few.  If the micro X-ray beam is very small as several grains, this category of 
stress could shift the diffraction. The last category relates to the strains on severer nanometer σIII. 
This category of stress cannot be collected from the shift of diffraction peaks, but it can collect 
by the peak broadening lines [2]. In this thesis, the residual stress σI evidenced by two-
dimensional X-ray diffraction of the macroscopic residual stress measured over a large grain area 
of several millimeters is used in this research.  
 
Figure 2:1: Three kinds of residual stresses [2]. 
2.2 Stress Tensor  
Stress measurement is calculated from the deformation force applied over unit area. The stress-
strain relationship is shown in Figure 2.2. Also, the force F can be applied to a horizontal area A0 
of a body, as shown in Figure 2.2 (a). The force is classified by two components, which are Fn, 
normal force and Ft, tangential force. The external force is equal to the internal force.  The 
internal force is called stress. The nine stress components are shown in Figure 2.2 (b).  The stress 
can calculate from equation 2.1. The stress is a tensor of the second order. The normal stress 
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ellipsoid and principal stresses components are shown in Figure 2.1(c). The strain factors on a 
volume element are calculated from equation 2.2 and shown in Figure 2.1 (d). 
2u shifts are measured along the diffraction rings. Since a diffraction ring in a 2D
pattern contains far more data points than a conventional diffraction peak, an XRD2
system canmeasure stress with higher accuracy and requires less data collection time,
especially in dealing with highly textured materials, large grain size, small sample
areas, weak diffraction, stress mapping, and stress tensor measurement. In this
chapter,wewill first introduce the fundamentals of the conventionalmethod, followed
by the 2D method.
9.1.1 Stress
Stress is a measure of the deforming force applied to a solid per unit area. Figure 9.1
illustrates the basic definition of stress and strain. Figure 9.1(a) shows a force F
applied to a flat area A0 of a solid body. The force can be resolved into two
components: Fn, normal to the flat area, and Ft, tangential to the flat area. In reaction
to this external force, there exists an internal force to balance the external force to
maintain equilibrium. The intensity of this internal force is referred to as stress.
S2
S1
S3
Fn
Ft
A
l
d
A0
l0
(a)
(c)
(b)
σ11
σI
σI
ε33
ε11
ε12
ε13
ε31
ε21
ε22
ε23
ε32
σII
σII
σIII
σIII
σ13
σ12σ21
σ22
σ31
σ33
σ32
σ23
(d)
F
S1
S1
S2
S2
S3 S3
FIGURE 9.1 Stress and strain: (a) a force applied to an area A; (b) stress components on a
volume element; (c) stress ellipsoid and principal stresses; (d) strain components on a volume
element.
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Figure 2:2: Stress measurement [2]. Assuming the force is uniformly distributed over the flat area A0 corresponding to the
normal force Fn, we have a normal stress given by
s ¼ Fn
A0
ð9:1Þ
The normal force takes a positive sign if the force points away from the area A0 or
negative if the force points toward the surface A0. There are two kinds of normal
stresses: tensile stress, with a positive value, which produces an elongation to the solid
in the stress direction, and compressive stress, with a negative value, which produces
contraction in the stress direction. A shear stress is given by
t ¼ Ft
A0
ð9:2Þ
In the above stress calculation, the original surface area A0 is used. The stress
calculated from the original area is called engineering stress. In reality, this area
changes toA due to deformation as shown in Figure 9.1(a). Replacing the areaA0 byA
in Eqs (9.1) and (9.2), we obtain the so-called true stress. Since the difference between
A0 and A is negligible in most cases within the stress range measured by X-ray
diffraction, in practice, it is not necessary to make a distinction. Thereafter in this
chapter, we assume true stresses unless otherwise stated.
The SI (International System of Units) unit for stress is the Pa (shorthand for
Pascal), which is defined as N/m2 (one newton per square meter). The unit for stress is
the same as that of pressure, which is also a measure of force per unit area. For most
metals, stress is normally given inMPa, which is defined as MN/m2 (million newtons
per squaremeters) or equivalentlyN/mm2 (newton per squaremillimeter). Other units
can be converted to MPa by the following equations:
1 GPa ¼ 1000MPa
1 ksi ð1000 lb=in:2Þ ¼ 6:895MPa
1 kg=mm2 ¼ 9:807MPa
The above is a simple model of stress. The stresses on an elemental volume in the
sample coordinates S1S2S3 contains nine components, given by [1,2]
sij ¼
s11 s12 s13
s21 s22 s23
s31 s32 s33
24 35 ð9:3Þ
where the indices 1 and 2 may be expressed as x and y in some literature when the
sample coordinates are expressed as XYZ. A component is normal stress when the
two indices are identical, or shear stress when the two indices are mixed. Shear stress
may be expressed in some literature as t instead of s. This grouping of the nine stress
components is called the stress tensor. The stress tensor is a tensor of the second order.
Figure 9.1(b) shows all nine components on an elemental volume, which was
originally a unit cube, but distorted by the stresses. The three normal stress
components are aligned with the three axes of the sample coordinates, and each is
normal to a face of the unit cube. The six shear components are within the three faces
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Where is the normal force Fn, A0 area and stress σ [2]. 
However, the nine stress components, corresponding on the coordinates S1, S2, and S3 contains 
given by equation 2.2 [7]. 
(2.1) 
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Assuming the force is uniformly distributed over the flat area A0 corresponding to the
normal force Fn, we have a normal stress given by
s ¼ Fn
A0
ð9:1Þ
The normal force takes a positive sign if the force points away from the area A0 or
negative if the force points toward the surface A0. There are two kinds of normal
stresses: tensile stress, with a positive value, which produces an elongation to the solid
in the stress direction, and compressive stress, with a negative value, which produces
contraction in the stress direction. A shear stress is given by
t ¼ Ft
A0
ð9:2Þ
In the above stress calculation, the original surface area A0 is used. The stress
calculated from the original area is called engineering stress. In reality, this area
changes toA due to deformation as shown in Figure 9.1(a). Replacing the areaA0 byA
in Eqs (9.1) and (9.2), we obtain the so-called true stress. Since the difference between
A0 and A is negligible in most cases within the stress range measured by X-ray
diffraction, in practice, it is not necessary to make a distinction. Thereafter in this
chapter, we assume true stresses unless otherwise stated.
The SI (International System of Units) unit for stress is the Pa (shorthand for
Pascal), which is defined as N/m2 (one newton per square meter). The unit for stress is
the same as that of pressure, which is also a measure of force per unit area. For most
metals, stress is normally given inMPa, which is defined as MN/m2 (million newtons
per squaremeters) or equivalentlyN/mm2 (newton per squaremillimeter). Other units
can be converted to MPa by the following equations:
1 GPa ¼ 1000MPa
1 ksi ð1000 lb=in:2Þ ¼ 6:895MPa
1 kg=mm2 ¼ 9:807MPa
The above is a simple model of stress. The stresses on an elemental volume in the
sample coordinates S1S2S3 contains nine components, given by [1,2]
sij ¼
s11 s12 s13
s21 s22 s23
s31 s32 s33
24 35 ð9:3Þ
where the indices 1 and 2 may be expressed as x and y in some literature when the
sample coordinates are expressed as XYZ. A component is normal stress when the
two indices are identical, or shear stress when the two indices are mixed. Shear stress
may be expressed in some literature as t instead of s. This grouping of the nine stress
components is called the stress tensor. The stress tensor is a tensor of the second order.
Figure 9.1(b) shows all nine components on an elemental volume, which was
originally a unit cube, but distorted by the stresses. The three normal stress
components are aligned with the three axes of the sample coordinates, and each is
normal to a face of the unit cube. The six shear components are within the three faces
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The indices 1,2 and 3 might be stated as x, y and z, respectively.  The two identical indices 
represent normal stresses.  The two mix indices represent shear stress.  The stress tensor 
mea urement is second order. There are three normal tress components wit  the three axes of 
the specimen coordinates. In addition, there are six shear components within the three axes of the 
sample coordinates. The stress s stat s in a solid are six indep ndent components as explained 
below [2].  In stress analysis σ3 does not equal zero, because it is in the surface normal direction. 
Uniaxial stress:   
All shear stresses factors are zero, but the normal stress is not zero.  
of cube perpendicular to the three axes of the sample coordinates. The first index
denotes the cubic face the shear component acte on, and the second index denotes the
direction of t shear str ss component. Shear stress takes a positive value if the shear
direction points to the sample coordinate direction corresponding to the sec nd ind x,
otherwise it is negative. Under equilibrium, the shear components must maintain the
following relation
12 ¼ s21; s23 ¼ s32; and s31 ¼ s13 ð9:4Þ
Therefore, there are no more than six independent components to define the stress
state in a solid. The following stress states are typically dealt with in the stress
measurement with X-ray diffraction:
(a) Uniaxial:All stress components are zero except one normal stress components
sij ¼
s11 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
24 35 or sij ¼ 0 0 00 s22 0
0 0 0
24 35 or sij ¼ 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 s33
24 35
In this case, the indices can be omitted for the specified direction and the stress
is denoted by s. In X-ray stress analysis, the third case (s33 6¼ 0) is typically
not considered because s33 is in the sample surface normal direction.
(b) Biaxial:All nonzero components arewithin a plane, for example, in the S1–S2
plane
sij ¼
s11 s12 0
s21 s22 0
0 0 0
24 35
This is the typical case on a sample surface where no balancing force is
exerted in the normal direction of the sample surface. Due to the limited
penetration of X-rays, most measured stresses by X-ray diffraction belong to
this stress state.
(c) Biaxial with Shear: Except s33 ¼ 0, all other components are not necessarily
zero.
sij ¼
s11 s12 s13
s21 s22 s23
s31 s32 0
24 35
This is a general and typical case for X-ray stress analysis since the stress in
the surface normal direction is considered zero due to the low penetration of
the X-ray. In this case, the stresses can be measured without accurate stress-
free d-spacing. In some literature, this stress state is referred to as a triaxial
stress state. However, it is helpful tomake a distinction between this stress state
with the general triaxial stress state, which requires accurate stress-free
d-spacing for stress measurement.
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Biaxial:  
The normal and shear stress factors are with in a plane, for instance, in the S1–S2 plane.  There is 
no balancing force applied in the normal direction of the surface. This type of stress is the most 
comment measured of stresses by X-ray diffraction, because of the limited permeation of X-rays 
into the material.  
 
of cube perpendicular to the three axes of the sample coordinates. The first index
denotes the cubic face the shear component acted on, and the second index denotes the
direction of the shear stress component. Shear stress takes a positive value if the shear
direction points to the sample coordinate direction corresponding to the second index,
otherwise it is negative. Under equilibrium, the shear components must maintain the
following relation
s12 ¼ s21; s23 ¼ s32; and s31 ¼ s13 ð9:4Þ
Therefore, there are no more than six independent components to define the stress
state in a solid. The following stress states are typically dealt with in the stress
measurement with X-ray diffraction:
(a) Uniaxial:All stress components are zero except one normal stress components
sij ¼
s11 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
24 35 or sij ¼ 0 0 00 s22 0
0 0 0
24 35 or sij ¼ 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 s33
24 35
In this case, the indices can be omitted for the specified direction and the stress
is denoted by s. In X-ray stress analysis, the third case (s33 6¼ 0) is typically
not considered because s33 is in the sample surface normal direction.
(b) Biaxial:All nonzero components arewithin a plane, for example, in the S1–S2
plane
sij ¼
s11 s12 0
s21 s22 0
0 0 0
24 35
This is the typical case on a sample surface where no balancing force is
exerted in the normal direction of the sample surface. Due to the limited
penetration of X-rays, most measured stresses by X-ray diffraction belong to
this stress state.
(c) Biaxial with Shear: Except s33 ¼ 0, all other components are not necessarily
zero.
sij ¼
s11 s12 s13
s21 s22 s23
s31 s32 0
24 35
This is a general and typical case for X-ray stress analysis since the stress in
the surface normal direction is considered zero due to the low penetration of
the X-ray. In this case, the stresses can be measured without accurate stress-
free d-spacing. In some literature, this stress state is referred to as a triaxial
stress state. However, it is helpful tomake a distinction between this stress state
with the general triaxial stress state, which requires accurate stress-free
d-spacing for stress measurement.
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Biaxial with Shear:  
The normal and shear stress factors are not zero except σ3. This type of stress analysis does not 
need to measure free d-spacing. Also, the triaxial stress state is related to biaxial with shear. 
However, there is a distinction between a biaxial with shear state and triaxial stress state due to 
triaxial stress needing accurate stress-free d-spacing. Biaxial with shear stress in the surface 
normal direction is zero, because of the low permeation of the X-ray.  
of cube perpendicular to the three axes of the sample coordinates. The first index
denotes the cubic face the shear component acted on, and the second index denotes the
direction of the s ar stress component. Shear str ss t es a positive value if the shear
direction p ints to the sample coordinate directi r sponding to th second index,
otherwise it is negative. Under equilibrium, the shear components must maintain the
following relation
s12 ¼ s21; s23 ¼ s32; and s31 ¼ s13 ð9:4Þ
Therefore, there are no m re than six ind pendent components to define the stress
state in a solid. The following stress states are typically dealt with in the stress
measurement with X-ray diffraction:
(a) Uniaxial:All str ss components are zero except o e ormal stress compon nts
sij ¼
s11 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
24 35 or sij ¼ 0 0 00 s22 0
0 0 0
24 35 or sij ¼ 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 s33
24 35
In this case, the indices can be omitted for the specified direction and the stress
is denoted by s. In X-ray stress analysis, the third case (s33 6¼ 0) is typically
not considered because s33 is in the sample surface normal direction.
(b) Biaxial:All nonzero components arewithin a plane, for example, in the S1–S2
plane
sij ¼
s11 s12 0
s21 s22 0
0 0 0
24 35
This is the typical case on a sample surface where no balancing force is
exerted in the normal direction of the sample surface. Due to the limited
penetration of X-rays, most measured stresses by X-ray diffraction belong to
this stress state.
(c) Biaxial with Shear: Except s33 ¼ 0, all other components are not necessarily
zero.
sij ¼
s11 s12 s13
s21 s22 s23
s31 s32 0
24 35
This is a general and typical case for X-ray stress analysis since the stress in
the surface normal direction is considered zero due to the low penetration of
the X-ray. In this case, the stresses can be measured without accurate stress-
free d-spacing. In some literature, this stress state is referred to as a triaxial
stress state. However, it is helpful tomake a distinction between this stress state
with the general triaxial stress state, which requires accurate stress-free
d-spacing for stress measurement.
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Equibiaxial:   
This is another type of the biaxial stress state where σ11, σ22 equals σ. There are no shear factors 
in the equibiaxial, but only normal stress component, which can occur in any direction within the 
plane with same value. This stress state is especially used for shot peening and thin films. 
equibiaxial occurs on the surface after surface treatment. 
 
(d) Equibiaxial: This is a special case of the biaxial stress state where
s11 ¼ s22 ¼ s, so the stress tensor can be expressed as
sij ¼
s 0 0
0 s 0
0 0 0
24 35
There are no in-plane (S1–S2) shear components in the equibiaxial stress state.
This stress state exists typically in the surface of metal parts after surface
treatment, such as shot peening, or in thin films with no texture or with a fiber
texture. In this stress state, there are only normal stress components having the
same value in any direction within the plane.
(e) Triaxial:This is the general case expressed by Eq. (9.3). This stress state exists
only inside the solid body or a subsurface of metal parts. Due to the limited
penetration of X-rays, in most cases, triaxial stresses cannot be directly
measured by X-ray diffraction. It can be calculated from the results of
layer-by-layer measurements in the layer removal method. Triaxial stresses
may be measured with synchrotron radiation, high-energy X-rays, or neutron
radiation. Since stress-free d-spacing cannot be determined bymeasurement in
this stress state, the accurate stress-free d-spacingmust be available tomeasure
the triaxial stresses.
(f) Equitriaxial:This is a special case of the triaxial stress statewhens11 ¼ s22 ¼
s33 ¼ s, so the stress tensor can be expressed as
sij ¼
s 0 0
0 s 0
0 0 s
24 35
There are no shear components in the equitriaxial stress state. In this stress state,
the stress component in any direction has the same value, and there is no shear stress
component in any direction. This stress state exists typically in a solid body with
forces uniformly distributed over the surface of the body and normal to the surface
everywhere, such as a solid body submerged in a fluid under pressure. Therefore, the
equitriaxial stress state is also referred as the hydrostatic state. Under limited
hydrostatic stresses, where no phase transformation happens due to pressure, the
crystal lattice parameters change in all directions linearly and proportionally. There-
fore, the diffraction pattern from the crystal under equitriaxial stresses appears like a
diffraction pattern from a crystal of the same structure but different unit cell size.
A stress tensor can be expressed as the sum of two other stress tensors: a mean
hydrostatic stress tensor (or volumetric stress tensor ormean normal stress tensor) and
a stress deviator tensor,
sij ¼
s11 s12 s13
s12 s22 s23
s13 s23 s33
264
375 ¼ sm 0 00 sm 0
0 0 sm
264
375þ s
d
11 s
d
12 s
d
13
sd12 s
d
22 s
d
23
sd13 s
d
23 s
d
33
264
375 ð9:5Þ
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Triaxial:  
Triaxial occurs only  of metal parts or inside the solid body.  This type cannot be calculated from 
X-ray diffraction directly due to the limited penetration depth of X-rays. It can be measured by 
layer removal method. This type can be calculated from high-energy X-rays, synchrotron 
radiation, or neutron radiation. Also, the stress-free d-spacing must be known in order to measure 
the triaxial stresses due to it being undetermined by measurement of the st ess sta e. 
Assuming the force is uniformly distributed over the flat area A0 corresponding to the
normal force Fn, we have a normal stress given by
s ¼ Fn
A0
ð9:1Þ
The normal force takes a positive sign if the force points away from the area A0 or
negative if the force points toward the surface A0. There are two kinds of normal
stresses: tensile stress, with a positive value, which produces an elongation to the solid
in the stress direction, and compressive stress, with a negative value, which produces
contraction in the stress direction. A shear stress is given by
t ¼ Ft
A0
ð9:2Þ
In the above stress calculation, the original surface area A0 is used. The stress
calculated from the original area is called engineering stress. In reality, this area
changes toA due to deformation as shown in Figure 9.1(a). Replacing the areaA0 byA
in Eqs (9.1) and (9.2), we obtain the so-called true stress. Since the difference between
A0 and A is negligible in most cases within the stress range measured by X-ray
diffraction, in practice, it is not necessary to make a distinction. Thereafter in this
chapter, we assume true stresses unless otherwise stated.
The SI (International System of Units) unit for stress is the Pa (shorthand for
Pascal), which is defined as N/m2 (one newton per square meter). The unit for stress is
the same as that of pressure, which is also a measure of force per unit area. For most
metals, stress is normally given inMPa, which is defined as MN/m2 (million newtons
per squaremeters) or equivalentlyN/mm2 (newton per squaremillimeter). Other units
can be converted to MPa by the following equations:
1 GPa ¼ 1000MPa
1 ksi ð1000 lb=in:2Þ ¼ 6:895MPa
1 kg=mm2 ¼ 9:807MPa
Th above is a simple model of stress. The stresses on an elemental volume in the
sample coordinates S1S2S3 contains nine components, given by [1,2]
sij ¼
s11 s12 s13
s21 s22 s23
s31 s32 s33
24 35 ð9:3Þ
where the indices 1 and 2 may be expressed as x and y in some literature when the
sample coordinates are expressed as XYZ. A component is normal stress when the
two indices are identical, or shear stress when the two indices are mixed. Shear stress
may be expressed in some literature as t instead of s. This grouping of the nine stress
components is called the stress tensor. The stress tensor is a tensor of the second order.
Figure 9.1(b) shows all nine components on an elemental volume, which was
originally a unit cube, but distorted by the stresses. The three normal stress
components are aligned with the three axes of the sample coordinates, and each is
normal to a face of the unit cube. The six shear components are within the three faces
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 Equitriaxial: 
This is another type of triaxial stress state where σ11, σ22,σ33 equals σ. Although there are no 
shear components in the equitriaxial, there is only a normal stress component, which can occur in 
any direction within the plane sharing the same value. This type of stress state occurs in solid 
body with uniform forces over the surface of the body normal to any direction on the surface, 
such as a solid body submerged in a fluid under pressure. As result, this type of stress is 
indicated as the hydrostatic state [2]. For hydrostatic stresses, no phase transformation exists 
because of pressure.  While equitriaxial seems like a diffraction pattern from a crystal of the 
same structure, it has a different unit cell size. 
(d) Equibiaxial: This is a special case of the biaxial stress state where
s11 ¼ s22 ¼ s, so the stress tensor can be expressed as
sij ¼
s 0 0
0 s 0
0 0 0
24 35
There are no in-plane (S1–S2) shear components in the equibiaxial stress state.
This stress state exists typically in the surface of metal parts after surface
treatment, such as shot peening, or in thin films with no texture or with a fiber
texture. In this stress state, there are only normal stress components having the
same value in any direction within the plane.
(e) Triaxial:This is the general case expressed by Eq. (9.3). This stress state exists
only inside the solid body or a subsurface of metal parts. Due to the limited
penetration of X-rays, in most cases, triaxial stresses cannot be directly
measured by X-ray diffraction. It can be calculated from the results of
layer-by-layer measurem nts in th layer removal metho . Triaxial stress s
may be measured with synchrotron radiation, high-energy X-rays, or neutron
radiation. Since stress-free d-spacing cannot be determined bymeasurement in
this stress state, the accurate stress-free d-spacingmust be available tomeasure
the tri xial st ses.
(f) Equitriaxial:This i a sp cial cas of the triaxial stress statewhens11 ¼ s22 ¼
s33 ¼ s, so the stress tensor can be expressed as
sij ¼
s 0 0
0 s 0
0 0 s
24 35
There are no shear components in the equitriaxial stress state. In this stress state,
the stress component in any direction has the same value, and there is no shear stress
component in any direction. This stress state exists typically in a solid body with
forces uniformly distributed over the surface of the body and normal to the surface
everywhere, such as a solid body submerged in a fluid under pressure. Therefore, the
equitriaxial stress state is also referred as the hydrostatic state. Under limited
hydrostatic stresses, where no phase transformation happens due to pressure, the
crystal lattice parameters change in all directions linearly and proportionally. There-
fore, the diffraction pattern from the crystal under equitriaxial stresses appears like a
diffraction pattern from a crystal of the same structure but different unit cell size.
A stress tensor can be expressed as the sum of two other stress tensors: a mean
hydrostatic stress tensor (or volumetric stress tensor ormean normal stress tensor) and
a stress deviator tensor,
sij ¼
s11 s12 s13
s12 s22 s23
s13 s23 s33
264
375 ¼ sm 0 00 sm 0
0 0 sm
264
375þ s
d
11 s
d
12 s
d
13
sd12 s
d
22 s
d
23
sd13 s
d
23 s
d
33
264
375 ð9:5Þ
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All these types of stress factors are formulated on the coordinates S1,S2, and S3. The stress tensor 
can be formulated from Cartesian coordinates tilted away from coordinates with different stress 
components.  The three principal stresses, σI, σII, and σIII are axes of the ellipsoid without shear 
stress as show in Figure2.2 (c).  Also, the three principal stresses have assigned values in the 
following order. In addition, the relation between the principal axis system and coordinate 
system is shown in Figure 2.3. 
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where sm is the mean stress given by
sm ¼ s11þs22þs33
3
ð9:6Þ
and sdij is the stress deviation tensor. While the hydrostatic tensor tends to change the
volume of the crystal body, the stress deviator tensor tends to change the shape of the
crystal.
The above stress components are expressed in the sample coordinates S1S2S3.
The same stress tensor can be expressed in any other arbitrary Cartesian coordinates
tilted away from the sample coordinates with different stress components. There
exists a Cartesian coordinate system such that the stress tensor can be expressed by
three normal stress components
sI 0 0
0 sII 0
0 0 sIII
24 35
Figure 9.1(c) shows the stress tensor ellipsoid relative to the sample coordinates
S1S2S3. The three principal stresses,sI,sII, andsIII, also called eigenvalues, are in the
directions of the three principal axes (axes of the ellipsoid). There is no shear stress
component when the stress tensor is expressed in the principal axes. The principal
stresses are typically assigned their values in the following order
sI > sII > sIII ð9:7Þ
The stress components are dependent on the coordinates in which they are
expressed. The principal stresses are unique for a stress tensor. It is convenient to
evaluate and compare the state of the elastic medium at a particular point in terms of
the principal stresses. The values of the principal stress components (eigenvalues) and
the orientation to the sample coordinates (eigenvectors) can be calculated from the
stress tensor components in the sample coordinates. Detailed algorithms are given in
Appendix 9.A.
9.1.2 Strain
Strain is ameasure of the resulting deformation of a solid body caused by stress. Strain
is calculated from the change in the size and shape of the deformed solid due to stress.
Analogous to normal stresses and shear stresses are normal strains and shear strains.
The normal strain is calculated from the change in length of the solid body along the
corresponding normal stress direction. Figure 9.1(a) shows the length of the solid
body in the normal force (Fn) direction changed from the original length of lo to the
deformed length of l. The normal strain is given as
en ¼ l% lo
lo
¼ Dl
lo
ð9:8Þ
where en is the normal strain in themeasured direction, which takes a positive sign for
extension and a negative sign for contraction. The above strain definition is the relative
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 Figure 2:3: Relation between sample’s coordinate system and principal axes’ system (with 
tensor ellipsoid) [8]. 
2.3 Strain Tensor 
Strain is calculated from stress deformation of a structure.  Therefore, strain is measured from a 
change in the material, such as in the size or shape. Normal strains and shear strains are 
analogous to normal stresses and shear stresses.  Normal strain is given by equations 2.3. 
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where sm is the mean stress given by
sm ¼ s11þs22þs33
3
ð9:6Þ
and sdij is the stress deviation tensor. While the hydrostatic tensor tends to change the
volume of the crystal body, the stress deviator tensor tends to change the shape of the
crystal.
The above stress components are expressed in the sample coordinates S1S2S3.
The same stress tensor can be expressed in any other arbitrary Cartesian coordinates
tilted away from the sample coordinates with different stress components. There
exists a Cartesian coordinate system such that the stress tensor can be expressed by
three normal stress components
sI 0 0
0 sII 0
0 0 sIII
24 35
Figure 9.1(c) shows the stress tensor ellipsoid relative to the sample coordinates
S1S2S3. The three principal stresses,sI,sII, andsIII, also called eigenvalues, are in the
directions of the three principal axes (axes of the ellipsoid). There is no shear stress
component when the stress tensor is expressed in the principal axes. The principal
stresses are typically assigned their values in the following order
sI > sII > sIII ð9:7Þ
The stress components are dependent on the coordinates in which they are
expressed. The principal stresses are unique for a stress tensor. It is convenient to
evaluate and compare the state of the elastic medium at a particular point in terms of
the principal stresses. The values of the principal stress components (eigenvalues) and
the orientation to the sample coordinates (eigenvectors) can be calculated from the
stress tensor components in the sample coordinates. Detailed algorithms are given in
Appendix 9.A.
9.1.2 Strain
Strain is ameasure of the resulting deformation of a solid body caused by stress. Strain
is calculated from the change in the size and shape of the deformed solid due to stress.
Analogous to normal stresses and shear stresses are normal strains and shear strains.
The normal strain is calculated from the change in length of the solid body along the
corresponding normal stress direction. Figure 9.1(a) shows the length of the solid
body in the normal force (Fn) direction changed from the original length of lo to the
deformed length of l. The normal strain is given as
en ¼ l% lo
lo
¼ Dl
lo
ð9:8Þ
where en is the normal strain in themeasured direction, which takes a positive sign for
extension and a negative sign for contraction. The above strain definition is the relative
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Where en is the normal strain, or gi al length of Lo to he deformed length of L [2]. 
All strain components of tensor apparent on an elemental volume in coordinates S1, S2 and S3 as 
shown in equations 2.4. 
elongation from the initial length to the final length. The strain calculated by this
definition is called engineering strain. If the load is applied in a series of increments,
the sumof all strains from each increment does not equal the strain calculated from the
initial and final lengths. The true strain, also called natural strain or logarithmic strain,
provides the correct measure of the final strain regardless of the strain path. The true
strain is defin d as
en ¼ ln l
lo
¼ lnð1þ enÞ ð9:9Þ
Most solid materials have a very small elastic limit. For instance, the elastic limit
of most steel is less than 0.002 (0.2 percent). So a strain measured by the X-ray
diffraction is generally a very small number. In practice, there is no difference
between the engineering normal strain and the true normal strain for such a small
strain value.
Shear strain is typi ally given by two definition : one is th change in angl
between two mutually perpendicular reference axes following simple shear, and the
other is the relative displacement of parallel planes at a unit distance. Figure 9.1(a)
shows the angle between the original line and the deformed line along an edge of
the solid body due to the shear force (Ft), a, which is also the angular change between
the horizontal edge and the vertical edge. The engineering shear strain g is given as
g ¼ a ð9:10Þ
or based on the parallel plane displacement at a unit distance
g ¼ d
lo
¼ tan a ð9:11Þ
The shear strain values from both definitions are practically the same if the angular
definition is given in radians and the value of the shear is much smaller than unity.
The true shear strain, also referred as the average strain, is given as
et ¼ g
2
ð9:12Þ
Shear strain cannot bemeasured directly byX-ray diffraction but can be calculated
out from normal strains in other directions based on elasticity theory. Both the normal
and shear strains contain a ratio of two length units, and both length units cancel out.
Therefore, strain is a dimensionless quantity that can be expressed as a decimal
fraction or a percentage.
Figure 9.1(d) shows all components of the strain tensor expressed on an elemental
volume in the sample coordinates S1S2S3
eij ¼
e11 e12 e13
e21 e22 e23
e31 e32 e33
24 35 ð9:13Þ
Similar to the stress tensor, a component is normal strain when the two indices
are identical, or shear strain when the two indices are mixed. This grouping of the
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Normal strain is two identical volumes, and shear strain is two mixed volumes [2]. 
2.4 Elasticity and Hooke’s Law 
The stress-strain relationships based on elasticity theory are used for measurement because 
stresses cannot be calculated by X-ray diffraction. Therefore, the stress is measured from the 
strains calculated from X-ray diffraction. The Hooke’s law for strain is used when the 
deformation of a solid is within the elastic limit. Hooke’s law for the stress–strain relations are 
given by equations 2.5 where Cijkl are elastic stiffness coefficients [2]. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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nine strain components is called the strain tensor. The strain tensor is a second-order
tensor. The directions of all strain components are defined in the same way as for the
stress tensor. Under equilibrium, the shear components must maintain the following
relation
e12 ¼ e21; e23 ¼ e32; and e31 ¼ e13 ð9:14Þ
Therefore, there are six independent components in the strain tensor.
9.1.3 Elasticity and Hooke’s Law
Stresses cannot directly be measured by X-ray diffraction. The stress is calculated
from the strains measured by X-ray diffraction. Therefore, the stress–strain relation-
ship is very important in stress measurement. The stress and strain relationships are
given by elasticity theory. When the deformation of a solid is within the elastic limit,
stress is proportional to strain (Hooke’s law). In general cases, the materials are
anisotropic, for example, most single crystals or strongly textured materials, and
the stress–strain relationship depends on the directions of the stress components
relative to the material atomic arrangements. The stress–strain relations are given by
the generalized Hooke’s law
sij ¼ Cijklekl ð9:15Þ
where Cijkl are elastic stiffness coefficients. The stress–strain relations can also be
expressed as
eij ¼ Sijklskl ð9:16Þ
where Sijkl are the elastic compliances. For most polycrystalline materials without
texture or with weak texture, it is practical and reasonable to consider the elastic
behavior to be isotropic and the structure to be homogeneous on a macroscopic scale.
In these cases, the stress–strain relationship takes much simpler form. In stress
measurement by X-ray diffraction as discussed in this chapter, isotropic elasticity on
a macroscopic scale is assumed unless otherwise suggested.
In an uniaxial stress state where only s11 6¼ 0, Hooke’s law gives that
e11 ¼ s11
E
ð9:17Þ
where E is a constant called the Young’s modulus. While the solid elongates in the
direction of stress with the strain e11, it also contracts in the perpendicular direction
with
e22 ¼ e33 ¼ $n
E
s11 ¼ $ne11 ð9:18Þ
where n is Poisson’s ratio. In the case of a body under shear stress, the shear strain and
shear stress follow the following relation
2et ¼ g ¼ t
G
ð9:19Þ
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Generalized Hooke’s law stress–strain relations [2]. 
The uniaxial stresses state where only σ11 do not equal zero Hooke’s law given by equations 2.6. 
Where E is a constant called the Young’s modulus.  
nine strain components is called the strain tensor. The strain tensor is a second-order
tensor. The directions of all strain components are defined in the same way as for the
stress tensor. Under equilibrium, the shear components must maintain the following
relation
e12 ¼ e21; e23 ¼ e32; and e31 ¼ e13 ð9:14Þ
Therefore, there are six independent components in the strain tensor.
9.1.3 Elasticity and Hooke’s Law
Stresses cannot directly be measured by X-ray diffraction. The stress is calculated
from the strains measured by X-ray diffraction. Therefore, the stress–strain relation-
ship is very important in stress measurement. The stress and strain relationships are
given by elasticity theory. When the deformation of a solid is within the elastic limit,
stress is proportional to strain (Hooke’s law). In general cases, the materials are
anisotropic, for example, most single crystals or strongly textured materials, and
the stress–strain relationship depends on the directions of the stress components
relative to the material atomic arrangements. The stress–strain relations are given by
the generalized Hooke’s law
sij ¼ Cijklekl ð9:15Þ
where Cijkl are elastic stiffness coefficients. The stress–strain relations can also be
expressed as
eij ¼ Sijklskl ð9:16Þ
where Sijkl are the elastic compliances. For most polycrystalline materials without
texture or with weak texture, it is practical and reasonable to consider the elastic
behavior to be isotropic and the structure to be homogeneous on a macroscopic scale.
In these cases, the stress–strain relationship takes much simpler form. In stress
measurement by X-ray diffraction as discussed in this chapter, isotropic elasticity on
a macroscopic scale is assumed unless otherwise suggested.
In an uniaxial stress state where only s11 6¼ 0, Hooke’s law gives that
e11 ¼ s11
E
ð9:17Þ
where E is a constant called the Young’s modulus. While the solid elongates in the
direction of stress with the strain e11, it also contracts in the perpendicular direction
with
e22 ¼ e33 ¼ $n
E
s11 ¼ $ne11 ð9:18Þ
where n is Poisson’s ratio. In the case of a body under shear stress, the shear strain and
shear stress follow the following relation
2et ¼ g ¼ t
G
ð9:19Þ
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Uniaxial Hooke’s law [2]. 
The equations 2.7 Hooke’s law gives the shear stress and the shear strain. Where Shear modulus 
G, Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s ratio ν, and for a homogeneous isotropic materials [2]. 
nine strain components is c the strain tensor. The strain tensor is a second-order
tensor. The directions of all strain comp nents are defined i th same way as for the
stress tensor. Under equilibrium, the shear components must maintain the following
relation
e12 ¼ e21; e23 ¼ e32; and e31 ¼ e13 ð9:14Þ
Therefor , here re six i dependent component in the strain te sor.
9.1.3 Elasticity and Hooke’s Law
Stresses cannot directly be measured by X-ray diffraction. The stress is calculated
from the strains measured by X-ray diffraction. Therefore, the stress–strain relation-
ship is very imp rtant in stress measurement. The stress and strain relationships are
given by ela ticity theory. When the deformation o a solid is within th elastic limit,
stress is proportional to strain (H oke’s law). In genera ca es, the materials are
anisotropic, for example, most single crystals or strongly textured materials, and
the stress–strain relationship depends on the directions of the stress components
relative to the material atomic arrangements. The stress–strain relations are given by
the generalized Hooke’s law
sij ¼ Cijklekl ð9:15Þ
where Cijkl are elastic stiffness coefficients. The stress–strain relations can also be
expressed as
eij ¼ Sijklskl ð9:16Þ
where Sijkl are th elastic compliances. For most polycrystalline materials without
texture or with weak texture, it is practical and re son ble to consider the elastic
behavior to be isotropic and the s ructure to be homogeneous on a macr scopic scale.
In these cases, the stress–strain relationship takes much simpler form. In stress
measurement by X-ray diffraction as discussed in this chapter, isotropic elasticity on
a macroscopic scale is assumed unless otherwise suggested.
In an uniaxial stress state where only s11 6¼ 0, Hooke’s law gives that
e11 ¼ s11
E
ð9:17Þ
where E is a constant called the Young’s modulus. While the solid elongates in the
direction of stress with the strain e11, it also contracts in the perpendicular direction
with
e22 ¼ e33 ¼ $n
E
s11 ¼ $ne11 ð9:18Þ
where n is Poiss n’s ratio. In the case of a body under shear stress, the shear strain and
shear stress follow the following relation
2et ¼ g ¼ t
G
ð9:19Þ
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Hooke’s law shear stress and the shear strain [2] 
2.5 X-Ray Elasticity Constants and Anisotropy Factor 
The strain measurement uses elastic constants S1 and 1/2S2 for macroscopic X-ray diffraction, 
which is given by equations 2.8.  A macroscopic level is isotropic residual stress is done by 
calculating the strain in crystal location to satisfy the Bragg condition.  
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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where G is a constant called the shear modulus or modulus of rigidity. The Young’s
modulus E, Poisson’s ratio n, and shear modulus G maintain the following relation-
ship for homogeneous isotropic materials
G ¼ E
2ð1þ nÞ ð9:20Þ
Therefore, the E and n are sufficient to describe the stress and strain relations for
homogeneous isotropic materials. For an isotropic material in the triaxial state, we
have the following stress and strain relationships:
e11 ¼ 1
E
s11 % nðs22 þs33Þ½ '
e22 ¼ 1
E
s22 % nðs33 þs11Þ½ '
e33 ¼ 1
E
s33 % nðs11 þs22Þ½ '
e12 ¼ 1þ n
E
s12; e23 ¼ 1þ n
E
s23; e31 ¼ 1þ n
E
s31
ð9:21Þ
9.1.4 X-Ray Elasticity Constants and Anisotropy Factor
It is customary in the field of stress measurement by X-ray diffraction to use another
set of macroscopic elastic constants, S1 and
1/2S2, which are given by
1
2 S2 ¼ ð1þ nÞ=E and S1 ¼%n=E ð9:22Þ
Although polycrystalline materials on a macroscopic level can be considered
isotropic, residual stress measurement by X-ray diffraction is done by measuring the
strain in a specific crystal orientation of the crystallites that satisfy the Bragg
condition. The stress–strain relationship on the crystallite level is generally different
from on a macroscopic level. Therefore, the stresses measured from diffracting
crystallographic planes may have different values due to their elastic anisotropy.
This discrepancy can be ignored in many industrial applications if the same crystal-
lographic planes are used and consistent elasticity constants are used. In cases where
the elastic anisotropy effect should be considered, the macroscopic elasticity con-
stants should be replaced by a set of crystallographic plane-specific elasticity
constants, S
fhklg
1 and
1
2 S
fhklg
2 , called X-ray elastic constants (XEC). XECs for many
materials can be found in the literature, measured or calculated from microscopic
elasticity constants [3]. In the case of materials with cubic crystal symmetry, the
equations for calculating the XEC from the macroscopic elasticity constants 12 S2 and
S1 are
1
2 S
fhklg
2 ¼ 12 S2 1þ 3ð0:2%GðhklÞD½ '
S
fhklg
1 ¼ S1 % 12 S2 0:2%GðhklÞ½ 'D
ð9:23Þ
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Elasticity Constants [2]. 
The (ARX) radiocrystallographic anisotropy element is a measure of the elastic anisotropy of the 
diffracting crystallites [2]. ARX is between single crystal anisotropic element [9].  Some volumes 
of ARX cubic materials are given in Table 2.1. Equation, 2.9 is another way to calculate  ARX . 
Table 2.1: So e volumes of ARX cubic materials [9]. 
 
where
GðhklÞ ¼ h
2k2þ k2l2þ l2h2
ðh2þ k2þ l2Þ2 and D ¼
5ðARX% 1Þ
3þ 2ARX
In the equations for stress measurement hereafter either the macroscopic elasticity
constants 12 S2 and S1 or the XEC S
fhklg
1 and
1
2 S
fhklg
2 are used in the expression, but both
sets of elastic constants can be used depending on the application requirements. The
radiocrystallographic anisotropy factor (ARX) is a measure of the elastic anisotropy
of the diffracting crystallites, which is typically between 1 and the single crystal
anisotropic factor [3]. Values of ARX for some common cubic materials are given
in Table 9.1, and add tional values may be taken from the iterature. ARX value can
also be calculated from two sets of XEC values from two independent directions,
especially in the following cases
ARX ¼
1
2 S
fh00g
2
1
2 S
fhhhg
2
ð9:24Þ
9.1.5 Residual Stresses
Depending on the source of loading forces that produce stresses, there are two kinds of
stresses [4]. One kind is applied stress caused by external forces acting on the solid
object. Applied stress changes when the loading forces change, and it disappears once
the forces are removed. The stressesmeasured byX-ray diffractionmethod aremostly
residual stresses. Residual stress is caused by internal forces between different parts of
a solid body. Residual stress exists without the external forces or remains after the
external forces have been removed. The net force and moment on a solid body in
equilibriummust be zero, so the residual stresses in the bodymust be balanced within
the body. That means a compressive stress in one part of the body must come with
a tensile stress in another part of the body. For example, the residual stress in a thin film
is balanced by the stresses in the substrate. When residual stress in a solid body is
mentioned, it typically refers to a specific location.
There aremany causes of residual stresses, typically related to themanufacturing
processes. Inhomogeneous plastic deformation during the mechanical forming
processes, such as rolling, extrusion, drawing, grinding, and mechanical polishing,
can produce residual stresses. The forces applied to the materials during the
TABLE 9.1 Values of ARX for Some Common Cubic Materials
Materials ARX
Body-centered cubic (bcc) Fe-b e aterials 1.49
Face-centered cubic (fcc) Fe-base materials 1.72
Face-centered cubic (fcc) Cu-base materials 1.09
Ni-base materials (fcc) 1.52
Al-base materials (fcc) 1.65
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Calculate ARX [2]. 
2.6 The sin2 ψ  Method 
Stress measurements in polycrystalline materials can be done by the sin2 ψ method, which can 
collect diffraction peaks of  {hkl} by changing the ψ tilt angle orientation. Then, the slope of 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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𝜀(!,!,!,!){!"#}  plot can be measured by a linear least squares fitting and the stresses are calculated 
from the slope and the elastic constant [2]. Some different slopes of the sin2 ψ Method is shown 
in Figure 2.4.   First, the linear functions plot can be found if the principal (main) axes system is 
not tilted versus the sample’s surface when σ13, and σ23 are equal zero [8]. The elliptical 
functions plot can be obtained when the principal axes’ system is tilted versus the sample’s 
surface when σ13 and σ23 does not equal zero. The curved functions plot occurs in a strong stress 
gradient perpendicular to the surface [9]. In the end, the oscillating plot function is wavy lines 
that can appear of a texture material.  
 
Figure 2:4:  Different plots of sin2 ψ  method [8]. 
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2.7 ψ  Tilt and Goniometer 
The ψ-tilt is an angle between the diffraction vector and the sample rotation (ψ, ω, φ) as shown 
in Figure 2.5 [2]. The calculation of a stress by sin2 ψ method needs at least one ψ -tilt 
measurement; however, the measurement of a stress tensor contains two rotation axes to obtain 
the ψ-tilt and φ rotation.  The ψ-tilt can be obtain by two modes which are iso-inclination and 
side-inclination.  
 
9.2.5 c-Tilt and Goniometer
Measurement of a stress value with the sin2cmethod requires at least the c-tilt, while
measurement of a stress tensor requires at least two rotation axes to achieve the c-tilt
and f-rotation. The c-tilt is defined as the angle between the sample normal and the
diffraction vector. Eulerian geometry has three sample rotation angles (v, c, f).
Hence, the c-tilt can be achieved by one of the two methods as shown in Figure 9.7.
One is the iso-inclination mode (also called the v-method or v-diffractometer) in
which both the sample normal (S3) and the diffraction vector are within the
diffractometer plane. The rotation axis is perpendicular to the diffractometer plane
containing the incident and diffracted beams. The other method is the side-inclination
mode (also called the c-method or c-diffractometer) in which the sample normal (S3)
is out of the diffractometer plane for all nonzeroc-tilt angles. Both the sample normal
(S3) and the diffraction vector are within a plane perpendicular to the diffractometer
plane.
Since the c-tilt in the iso-inclinationmode is achieved by a rotation axis parallel to
the main axes of a goniometer, the iso-inclination mode can be achieved with most
diffractometers. In a diffractometer with a u–2u configuration, the c-tilt is achieved
by v-rotation of the sample. The c-tilt is given by
c ¼ v" u ð9:59Þ
When v ¼ u, the diffraction vector and sample normal are in the same direction
(c ¼ 0). In a diffractometer with a u – u configuration, the c-tilt is achieved by the
difference between the incident angle (u1) and the detector angle (u2). The c-tilt is
given by
c ¼ u1" u2
2
ð9:60Þ
w-axis
f-axis
w-rotation
y-rotation
y-axis
Incident beam
Diffra
cted b
eam
Diffractometer 
plane
S3
FIGURE 9.7 The c-tilt is achieved by either iso-inclination (v-rotation) or side-inclination
(c-rotation).
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Figure 2:5: The ψ  -tilt is achieved by rotation ω  axis φrotation and ψrotation [2]. 
2.8 Fundamental Equation for Stress Measurement 
There are two cones, one is the diffraction cone and other is the diffraction vector cone, as shown 
in Figure 2.6.  The bright ring diffraction cones are without stress, as a result, the 2θ angles can 
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be constantan at γ angles. However, the dark rings are the cross sections of the distorted 
diffraction cones because of stresses. Therefore, 2θ enhances as a function of γ   with sample 
orientation ω, ψ, and φ which is 2θ = 2θ(γ,ω,ψ, φ) [2]. This calculation is for the stress tensor.  
Also, the lattice plane family {hkl} diffraction cone has a diffraction vector cone as shown in 
Figure 2.6. 
 To measure a point on the diffraction ring P, is the analogous diffraction vector points to P0. 
Therefore, the strain calculated by the 2θ shift at point P is 𝜀(!,!,!,!){!"#}  as shown in equation 
strain 2.10 [2].   
                                  𝜀(!,!,!,!){!"#}      
Where d0 and θ0 are the stress-free values and d and θ are measured values from a point on the 
diffraction ring corresponding to (γ,ω, ψ, φ). 
that they are no longer regular cones. Figure 9.9 illustrates two diffraction cones with
one for forward diffraction and one for backward diffraction. The regular diffraction
cones (light rings) are from the p wder sample with no stress, so the 2u angles are
constant at all g angles. The thick rings are the cross sections of the distorted
diffraction cones due to stresses. For a stressed sample, 2u becomes a function of
g and the sample orientation (v, c, f), that is, 2u ¼ 2uðg;v;c;fÞ. This function is
uniquely determined by the stress tensor. Similar to the diffraction cone from the
lattice plane family {hkl}, there is a diffraction vector cone. For a point on the
diffraction ring, P, the corresponding diffraction vector points to P0. The strain
measured by the 2u shift at point P is efhklgðg;v;c;fÞ, based on the true (rational) strain
definition
efhklgðg;v;c;fÞ ¼ ln
d
d0
¼ ln sin u0
sin u
¼ ln l
2d0 sin u
ð9:64Þ
where d0 and u0 are the stress-free values and d and u aremeasured values from a point
on the diffraction ring corresponding to ðg;v;c;fÞ. The direction of efhklgðg;v;c;fÞ in the
sample coordinates S1S2S3 can be given by the unit vector of Hhkl:
hS ¼
h1
h2
h3
24 35 ð9:65Þ
which is given in Chapter 2 for Eulerian geometry by
h1 ¼ sin uðsin f sin c sin vþ cos f cos vÞþ cos u cos g sin f cos c
% cos u sin gðsin f sin c cos v% cos f sin vÞ
h2 ¼% sin uðcos f sin c sin v% sin f cos vÞ% cos u cos g cos f cos c
þ cos u sin gðcos f sin c cos vþ sin f sin vÞ
h3 ¼ sin u cos c sin v% cos u sin g cos c cos v% cos u cos g sin c
ð9:66Þ
w
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Diffraction cone from
Unstressed polycrystal
Distortion due to stress
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y
g
g
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FIGURE 9.9 Diffraction cone distortion due to stresses.
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that they are no longer regular cones. Figure 9.9 illustrates two diffraction cones with
one for forward diffraction and one for backward diffraction. The regular diffraction
cones (light rings) are from the powder sample with no stress, so the 2u angles are
constant at all g angles. The thick rings are the cross sections of the distorted
diffraction cones due to stresses. For a stressed sample, 2u becomes a function of
g and the sample orientation (v, c, f), that is, 2u ¼ 2uðg;v;c;fÞ. This function is
uniquely determined by the stress tensor. Similar to the diffraction cone from the
lattice plane family {hkl}, there is a diffraction vector cone. For a point on the
diffraction ring, P, the corresponding diffraction vector points to P0. The strain
measured by the 2u shift at point P is efhklgðg;v;c;fÞ, based on the true (rational) strain
definition
efhklgðg;v;c;fÞ ¼ ln
d
d0
¼ ln sin u0
sin u
¼ ln l
2d0 sin u
ð9:64Þ
where d0 and u0 are the stress-free values and d and u aremeasured values from a point
on the diffraction ring corresponding to ðg;v;c;fÞ. The direction of efhklgðg;v;c;fÞ in the
sample coordinates S1S2S3 can be given by the unit vector of Hhkl:
hS ¼
h1
h2
h3
24 35 ð9:65Þ
which is given in Chapter 2 for Eulerian geometry by
h1 ¼ sin uðsin f sin c sin vþ cos f cos vÞþ cos u cos g sin f cos c
% cos u sin gðsin f sin c cos v% cos f sin vÞ
h2 ¼% sin uðcos f sin c sin v% sin f cos vÞ% cos u cos g cos f cos c
þ cos u sin gðcos f sin c cos vþ sin f sin vÞ
h3 ¼ sin u cos c sin v% cos u sin g cos c cos v% cos u cos g sin c
ð9:66Þ
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Figure 2:6:  Stress Measurement [2]. 
For sample, the diffraction vector H and its unit vector hL in the laboratory coordinates are given 
in Figure 2.7 based on Equation 2.11. The peak 2θ shifts were measured along the diffraction 
ring.  
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A two-dimensional X-ray diffraction (XRD2) sys em is 
the perfect setup for residual str ss measu ements. 
It enables fast data collection with high accuracy 
thanks to the innovative VÅNTEC-500 area detector 
covering a large solid angle with diffraction intensity 
distribution  in  both  2θ  and   directions. The 
fundamental equation for stress measurement with 
XRD2 pattern gives a direct relationship between 
the diffraction ring distortion and stress tensor. The 
LEPTOS software provides a user-friendly tool to 
analyze the stress from the XRD2 pattern with user 
selected parameters and preferred fitting and 
correction algorithms. 
 
S1S2S3 
The unit vector hS of the diffraction vector 
expressed in the sample coordinates S1S2S3 can be 
obtained from the unit vector hL in the laboratory 
coordinates by the following transformation: 
h Ahs L  (2) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Unit diffraction vector: (a) in laboratory 
coordinates; (b) in sample coordinates. 
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by the goniometer geometry. For the Eulerian 
geometry  with  three  sample  rotation  angles  (ω,  
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 Where Diffraction vector is H and its unit vector hL [10]. 
(2.11) 
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The residual stress was measured by the relationship between the stress tensor and the diffraction 
cone distortion [9]. The diffraction intensity distributions in both 2θ and γ directions were 
measured, along with the unit diffraction vector to be found with respect to the sample 
coordinates.   
the sample is fixed with the surface in the horizontal plane when c¼ 0. The v angle
and the a angle are determined by the primary X-ray beam incident angle u1 and
detector angle from the horizontal plane u2. In this configuration, the laboratory
coordinatesXLYLZL are not actually fixed to the “laboratory.” This sounds unreason-
able, but is required to make all the mathematics consistent. The better way to explain
this is that the diffraction space is determined by the primary X-ray beam and the
instrument center. Since the primary beam direction varies, so does the diffraction
space. Following the Bragg–Brentano geometry, we call this a u–u configuration. To
make the u–u configuration consistent with the previous definitions of the diffraction
space and detector space, we havev¼ u1 anda¼ u1 þ u2. The other parameters have
the same definitions. In a commercial diffractometer for XRD2, these conversions are
typically done automatically by the software. Figure 2.14(c) and (d) shows pictures of
two Bruker AXS GADDS! (General Area Detector Diffraction System) diffract-
ometers in horizontal and vertical configurations, respectively. The other configura-
tions are not discussed here, but the same approaches should be followed.
2.5 TRANSFORMATION FROM DIFFRACTION SPACE
TO SAMPLE SPACE
In two-dimensional diffraction data analysis, it is crucial to know the diffraction
vector distribution in terms of the sample coordinates S1S2S3. However, the diffrac-
tion v ctor di tri ution corresponding to the measured 2D data is always given in
terms of the laboratory coordinates XLYLZL because the diffraction space is fixed to
the laboratory coordina es. Figure 2.15 shows the unit vector of a diffraction vector in
both (a) the laboratory coordinatesXLYLZL and (b) the sample coordinates S1S2S3. In
Figure 2.15(a), the unit v tor hL is project d to theXL,YL, andZL axes as hx, hy, and
hz, respectively. The three components are given by Eq. (2.7). To analyze the
diffraction results with respect to the sample orientation, it is necessary to transform
the unit vector to the sample coordinates S1S2S3. Figure 2.15(b) shows the same unit
vector, denoted by hs, projected to S1, S2, and S3 as h1, h2, and h3, respectively.
(a) (b)
hL
hS
XL
ZL S3
S2
S1
hx
hy
hz
h1
h2
h3
YL
FIGURE2.15 Unit vector of diffraction vector in (a) the laboratory coordinatesXLYLZL and
(b) the sample coordinates S1S2S3.
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Figure 2:7: HL unit vector of diffraction [9]. 
Equation 2.12 gives the transformation hs=A*hL, where the unit vector is hs of the diffraction 
vector shows the sample geometrics S1, S2, and S3 as shown in Figure 2.8. The diffraction vector 
is hL can be calculated from the unit vector in coordinates. 
the sample is fixed with the surface in the horizontal plane when c¼ 0. The v angle
and the a angle are determined by the primary X-ray beam incident angle u1 and
detector angle from the horizontal plane u2. In this configuration, the laboratory
coordinatesXLYLZL are not actually fixed to the “laboratory.” This sounds unreason-
able, but is required to make all the mathemat cs consistent. The better way to explain
this is that the diffraction space is determined by the primary X-ray beam and the
instrument center. Since the primary beam irection varies, so does the diffraction
space. Following the Bragg–Brentano geometry, we call this a u–u configuration. To
make the u–u configuration consistent with the previous definitions of the diffraction
space and detector space, we havev¼ u1 anda¼ u1 þ u2. The other parameters have
the same definitions. In a commercial diffractometer for XRD2, these co ver ions are
typically done automatically by the software. Figure 2.14(c) and (d) sh ws pictures of
two Bruker AXS GADDS! (General Area Detector Diffraction System) diffract-
ometers in horizontal and vertical configurations, respectively. The other configura-
tions are not discussed here, but the same approaches should be followed.
2.5 TRANSFORMATION FROM DIFFRACTION SPACE
TO SAMPLE SPACE
In two-dimensional diffraction data analysis, it is crucial to know the diffraction
vector distribution in terms of the sample coordinates S1S2S3. However, the diffrac-
tion vector distribution corresponding to the measured 2D data is always given in
terms of the laboratory coordinates XLYLZL because th diffraction space is fixed to
the laboratory coordinates. Figure 2.15 shows the unit vector of a diffraction vector in
both (a) the laboratory coordinatesXLYLZL and (b) the sample coordinates S1S2S3. In
Figure 2.15(a), the unit vector hL is projected to theXL,YL, andZL axes as hx, hy, and
hz, respectively. The three components are given by Eq. (2.7). To analyze the
diffraction results with respect to the sample orientation, it is necessary to transform
the unit vector to the sample coordinates S1S2S3. Figure 2.15(b) shows the same unit
vector, denoted by hs, projected to S1, S2, and S3 as h1, h2, and h3, respectively.
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FIGURE2.15 Unit vector of diffraction vector in (a) the laboratory coordinatesXLYLZL and
(b) the sample coordinates S1S2S3.
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Figure 2:8: Coordinates S1, S2, and S3 with hs [10]. 
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A two-dimensional X-ray diffraction (XRD2) system is 
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It enables fast data collection with high accuracy 
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Transformation hs = A*hL. 
2.9  True Stress-Free Lattice d-Spacing 
There is an error that can occur from the calculation.  For instance, in the two-dimensional stress, 
σ33 are zero for the biaxial and biaxial with shear tensor with an estimate of d0 or 2θ, which 
cause an error. Therefor, any error in d0 or 2θ donated only to a pseudo-hydrostatic term σph. The 
calculation of stresses change depends on the input d0 or 2θ values [2]. Pseudo-hydrostatic term 
can be proven by Almen strip [2]. The Almen strip is a thin strip of metal sample used to 
quantify the intensity of a shot peening process [2]. The strip is shot peened in a shot peening 
chamber.  In addition, when d0 is the initial input, then the true d0 or 2θ can be calculated from 
σph by equations 2.13. The true stress-free d-spacing d0 corresponds to the cross point ofsph line and zero
stress. If we use d 00 to represent the initial input, then the true d0 (or 2u0) can be
calculated from sph with the following equations:
d0 ¼ d 00 exp
1" 2n
E
sph
! "
ð9:85Þ
u0 ¼ arcsin sinu00 exp
2n" 1
E
sph
! "# $
ð9:86Þ
Care must be taken that the sph value contains the measurement error as does
the true stress-free d-spacing d0. If the purpose of the experiment is to determine the
stress-free d-spacing d0, the instrument should be first calibrated with a stress-free
standard of a similar type of material.
9.3.5 Diffraction Cone Distortion Simulation
The 2D fundamental equation can also be used to simulate the diffraction cone
distortion caused by a given stress tensor at a given sample orientation [36]. The
simulated cone distortion can be displayed as a distorted ring in two dimensions.
The visualization of the distorted ring can help to understand the effects of the stress
state, materials elasticity (anisotropy), and sample orientation. The visualization can
also help to plan the stress measurement strategy by measuring the data at the most
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The true stress-free d-spacing d0 corresponds to the cross point ofsph line and zero
stress. If we use d 00 to represent the initial input, then the true d0 (or 2u0) can be
calculated from sph with the following equations:
d0 ¼ d 00 exp
1" 2n
E
sph
! "
ð9:85Þ
u0 ¼ arcsin sinu00 exp
2n" 1
E
sph
! "# $
ð9:86Þ
Care must be taken that the sph value contains the measurement error as does
the true stress-free d-spacing d0. If the purpose of the experiment is to determine the
stress-free d-spacing d0, the instrument should be first calibrated with a stress-free
standard of a similar type of material.
9.3.5 Diffraction Cone Distortion Simulation
The 2D fundamental equation can also be used to simulate the diffraction cone
distortion caused by a given stress tensor at a given sample orientation [36]. The
simulated cone distortion can be displayed as a distorted ring in two dimensions.
The visualization of the distorted ring can help to understand the effects of the stress
state, materials elasticity (anisotropy), and sample orientation. The visualization can
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True Stress-Free Lattice d-Spacing to Pseudo-hydrostatic term [2]. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
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2.10  Data Integration and Peak Evaluation 
The data integration and peak is a means of estimating data points along deformed diffraction 
rings at several specimen orientations. The data integration for residual stress evaluation is γ-
integration over several defined segments. As a result, the diffraction ring indicates the 
corresponding segments, as shown in Figure 2.9. An analytic function can fit the data points to a 
model profile. Next, evaluating the data points can determine the peak position, with one data 
point on the diffraction ring produced from each segment. The γ-integration of the segments 
produces diffraction profiles. Then, the 2θ value is determined from each of the profiles [2].  
According to the condition of the data frame, the segment size (Δγ) and the number of segments 
is chosen. A larger (Δγ) is better due to more counts integrated.  The 2θ shift in the segment is 
averaged.  However, it is important to select the appropriate segment size the frames collect.  
9.4.3 Dat Integration and P k Evaluatio
Stress measurement with two-dimensional X-ray diffraction is based on the funda-
mental quation b tween the stress tensor components and the diffraction c e
distortion. For a stressed sample, 2u becomes a function of g and the sample
orientation (v, c, f), that is, 2u ¼ 2uðg; v; c; fÞ, and this function is uniquely
determined by the stress tensor. The purpose of data integration and peak evaluation
is to generate a set of data points along distorted diffraction rings at various sample
orientations so that stress components can be calculated by solving linear equations
or by a least squares regression. Data integration for stress analysis is g-integration
over sev ral defined segments so s t generate diffraction profiles representing the
corresponding segments. The peak position can be determined by evaluating the data
points by a procedure or by fitting the data points to a profile modeled by a given
analytic function.
Figure 9.17 illustrates data integration over a diffraction frame collected from a
steel sample. The diffraction ring is from the lattice plane family {hkl}. With Co-Ka
radiation, the stress-free 2u0 is in the vicinity of 99.8
$. The total integration region
is g ven by 2u1 ¼ 96:5$, 2u2 ¼ 102$, g1 ¼%72:5, and g2 ¼%107:5. The integration
region is divided into seven segments, with Dg ¼ 5$. One data point on the distorted
diffraction ring is generated from each segment. The g value at the center (denoted by
the dotted line) of each segment is taken as the g value of the data point. g-integration
of the segment produces a diffraction profile, and the 2u value is determined from the
profile. The number of segments and the segment size (Dg) is selected based on the
g2
g1
∆g g
2q1
2q
2q2
FIGURE 9.17 Data integration for stress measurement.
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Figure 2:9 Data integration for stress measurement [2]. 
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In addition, the corrections on the integrated rings are performed during or before the peaks 
calculation. Absorption correction removes the effect of the diffraction geometry and the 
irradiated area on the calculated intensity distribution. The absorption depends on the incident 
angle to the specimen and the returned angle from the specimen. The returned angle is a function 
of γ on each frame. The polarization influence is a function of γ. Consequently, the correction for 
absorption and polarization should be applied to the frame before integration.  Also, background, 
Kα2, and smoothing can apply to each frame. The background work calculates data points 
around the thin curve and eliminates scattered intensity that does not contribute to the diffraction 
profile. Smooth eliminates effect of counting statistics on the result of Background and Kα2.  
There are the peak fitted position evaluated to a Gaussian, Cauchy (or Lorentz), Voigt, pseudo-
Voigt, and Pearson VII [2].  One of these fitting is the Pearson VII, which is fitted to a broad 
range of line shapes a shown in Figure 2.10, with equation 2 .14. 
function may be fitted to a broad range of profile shapes [42]. The Pearson VII
function is given by
PðxÞ ¼ H 1þ 4ð21=m% 1Þ x% x0
W
! "2# $%m ð9:92Þ
whereH is a scaling factor that determines the height of the peak,W is the FWHM of
the profile, and m is a shape parameter. When m ¼ 1; 2; or¥, the profile shape
becomes a Cauchy, modified Lorentzian, or Gaussian shape (Figure 9.18). The other
m values represent a transition or combination of the above functions. In order to avoid
confusion between the measured peak 2u and stress-free 2u0, x represents the 2u
variables of the profile and x0 represents the measured 2u peak position. The
parameters H, W, m, and peak position are evaluated by a nonlinear least squares
fitting of the diffraction profile to the above function. For a profile collected usingKa1
radiation, or a profile having been corrected by Ka2 stripping, the above equation
is adequate to fit the diffraction profile. However, to account for the Ka1Ka2 doublet,
the following pairs are summed to give
PðxÞ ¼ H 1þ4ð21=m%1Þ x%x01
W
! "2# $%mþ rH 1þ4ð21=m%1Þ x%x02
W
! "2# $%m
ð9:93Þ
where r is the ratio of the Ka2 intensity to the Ka1 intensity, typically r¼ 0:5, and x01
and x02 are the peak positions corresponding to the Ka1 and Ka2 lines. It is assumed
that the Ka1 line and the Ka2 line have the same profile shape so that the same
parameters H, m are used in both terms. Since x01 and x02 are not truly two
independent parameters and only the peak position on the Ka1 line is needed for
stress calculation, x02 in the above equation should be replaced by x01 by the
FIGURE 9.18 Pearson VII function with m¼ 1, 2, or ¥.
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 Figure 2:10:Pearson VII [2]. 
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function may be fitted to a broad range of profile shapes [42]. The Pearson VII
function is given by
PðxÞ ¼ H 1þ 4ð21=m% 1Þ x% x0
W
! "2# $%m ð9:92Þ
whereH is a scaling factor that determines the height of the peak,W is the FWHM of
the profile, and m is a shape parameter. When m ¼ 1; 2; or¥, the profile shape
becomes a Cauchy, modified Lorentzian, or Gaussian shape (Figure 9.18). The other
m values represent a transition or combination of the above functions. In order to avoid
confusion between the measured peak 2u and stress-free 2u0, x represents the 2u
variables of the profile and x0 represents the measured 2u peak position. The
parameters H, W, m, and peak position are evaluated by a nonlinear least squares
fitting of the diffraction profile to the above function. For a profile collected usingKa1
radiation, or a profile having been corrected by Ka2 stripping, the above equation
is adequate to fit the diffraction profile. However, to account for the Ka1Ka2 doublet,
the following pairs are summed to give
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W
! "2# $%mþ rH 1þ4ð21=m%1Þ x%x02
W
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where r is the ratio of the Ka2 intensity to the Ka1 intensity, typically r¼ 0:5, and x01
and x02 are the peak positions corresponding to the Ka1 and Ka2 lines. It is assumed
that the Ka1 line and the Ka2 line have the same profile shape so that the same
parameters H, m are used in both terms. Since x01 and x02 are not truly two
independent parameters and only the peak position on the Ka1 line is needed for
stress calculation, x02 in the above equation should be replaced by x01 by the
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Wher  W is the FWHM (full width half maximu ) of the lines, M is a shape parameter, and H is 
a scaling factor that determines the height of the peak [2]. 
2.11 Conventional Method and two-dimensional diffraction Method  
Stress measurement by X-ray diffraction is founded by the strain measurements in several or a 
single specimen orientation. Each strain calculation is estimated from the average d-spacing of 
lattice planes {hkl} over several grains. The diffraction collected by  (a) a point detector or (b) an 
area detector is shown in Figure 2.11 [2]. The conventional method is to collect the data point by 
a point detector, which measures only a few crystallite data points by the incident beam, hits the 
specimen and diffracted beam collected by the point detector.  However, a two-dimensional 
diffraction system collects the diffraction rings of γ angles by area detector. Consequently, two-
dimensional diffraction can collect more crystallites. In addition, a larger γ angle is better due to 
collection from more crystallites.  
(2.14) 
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fromprofilefitting.Ahigh intensity thresholdmaybeapplied toeliminate thedatapoints
affected by the strong diffraction spots from large grains or single crystal substrate.
9.5 EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLES
9.5.1 Comparison Between 2D Method and Conventional Method
Stress measurement on a polycrystalline material by X-ray diffraction is based on the
strain measurements in single or several sample orientations. Each measured strain is
calculated from the average d-spacing of specific lattice planes {hkl} over many
crystallites (grains). A larger number of contributing crystallites gives better accuracy
and sampling statistics (also referred to as particle statistics). The sampling statistics
are determined by the both crystal structure and instrumentation. For a perfect
randomly oriented powder sample, the number of contributing crystallites for a
measured strain can be given as
Ns ¼ phklVW
4pv
¼ 3phklVW
2p2d3
ð9:102Þ
where phkl is the multiplicity of the diffracting planes, V is the effective sampling
volume, v is the average volume of crystallites, d is the average diameter of crystal-
lites, andW is the instrument window in solid angle. The instrument window ismainly
determined by the divergence of the incident X-ray beam. The multiplicity term, phkl,
effectively increases the number of contributing crystallites for a particular set of (hkl)
planes. Therefore, the lattice plane families with large multiplicity are preferred
for stress measurement. Figure 9.20 illustrates the diffraction contributing crystallites
Point detector
(b)(a)
Incident beam
Incident beam
Area detector
g
FIGURE 9.20 Number of diffraction contributing crystallites: (a) point detector; (b) area
detector.
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Figure 2:11: Diffraction collected by  (a) a point detector or (b) an area detector [2]. 
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Chapter 3 
LEPTOS 
3.1 LEPTOS STRESS 
LEPTOS is software designed to display, fit, and analyze data collected by X-ray diffraction. In 
addition, LEPTOS uses the dynamical theory to simulate X-ray diffraction in various geometries 
to calculate the data [8] it also has capabilities for analysis of wafer area mapping measurements 
[8]. All the data analysis procedures can be managed by LEPTOS in fully automated script 
mode. It gives an advantage of building a convenient and logical interface for data analysis. 
LEPTOS was used in analysis phase identification, thin film, texture analysis, stress 
measurement and others.   
3.2  Residual Stress by LEPTOS  software 
 LEPTOS STRESS calculates the residual stress measurements with 1, and 2-dimensional 
detectors. Certain parameters should be considered such as material, Young’s modulus E, and 
Poisson ratio. The Miller indices plane hkl must be chosen for Bragg reflection. The wavelength 
of radiation anode element such as Ag, Mo, Co and others are chosen depending on the sample 
material. The stress-free 2θ in the vicinity of must be selected to represent double the Bragg 
angle for the unstressed lattice plane. The X-ray elastic constants are calculated from S1 and 
1⁄2S2.  The measure of the elastic anisotropy of a cubic material is ARX must be determined.  
However, 1D curve and 2D stress frame is shown in Figure 3.1 
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Figure 3:1: 1D and 2D Stress curve in LEPTOS [8]. 
3.3   Corrections and Peak Evaluation Methods 
Corrections of both 1D and 2D stress measurements contain Absorption, Background, 
Polarisation, Kα2, and Smoothing corrections applied to each measured curve in a stress object 
and may be selected if needed as shown in Figure 3.2. The peak evaluation of both 1D and 2D 
Stress LEPTOS can be selected as shown in Figure 3.3. 
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DIFFRACplus LEPTOS User Manual 
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1.17 2-Dimensional Data). The peaks tool is also available in this tab, using right mouse context 
menu. The peaks found are displayed in the peak table. 3D view switch of the frame is located in the 
context menu, too. 
 
 
4.3 Corrections and Peak Evaluation Methods 
 
The group Corrections  of both 1D and 2D Stress objects includes Absorption, Background, 
Polarisation, KD2,   and Smoothing corrections applied to each measured curve in Stress object. In 
this group user defines which of the following intensity corrections will be applied to all Psi/Phi ranges 
and some parameters concerning the background determination. Select the corrections by clicking the 
appropriate box and edit the numerical values using the keypad. The corrections will be performed in 
the same order as given in the group (from top to botton) and will evaluate a corrected intensity 
distribution used for calculation of the characteristic peak. 
 
The Absorption correction accounts the absorption of X-rays in the sample depending on the 
reflection angle 24. The Absorption Correction eliminates the influence of the irradiated area and the 
diffraction geometry on the measured intensity distribution. The complete measured 2Theta range will 
be Absorption corrected. 
 
Figure 3:2:Corrections [8]. 
DIFFRACplus LEPTOS User Manual 
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calculation of the peak position. The smoothing is applied to the 2Theta range between the 
background positions. 
 
The group Peak Evaluation of both 1D and 2D Stress LEPTOS objects makes a selection of the 
methods to be used for peak search procedure. Use this group to define one or more methods for the 
determination of the peak position. The determination of the peak positions will be performed on basis 
of the intesity distribution beeing corrected using the settings defined in the Corrections group. From 
the peak positions the stress components and the stress tensor will be derived. 
 
 NOTE 
You may select one or more methods for the calculation of stress components. The stress tensor is 
calculated for each selected Peak Evaluation method. 
 
In the Gravity method, the Centre of Gravity of a diffraction line is calculated from the intensity 
distribution above a user-defined intensity threshold. The principle is shown in the Figure below. The 
centre of gravity of the complete diffraction line represents the physical condition of the irradiated 
volume at best. Select one of the Thresholds  set for Sliding Gravity  by clicking one of the values 
presented in the combo box right to the Gravity check box. 
 
 NOTE 
As the intensity of the diffraction line run-outs are of less statistical reliability, a certain intensity 
threshold may decrease scattering of results. 
 
 
 
Figure 3:3: Peak Evaluation [8]. 
3.4 Two-dimension stress  
The two-dimensional stress means evaluation of data consisting of the set of frames. After the 
two dimensional detector collects the data points into to dimensional data frames or maps into 
stress object. Then, LEPTOS is ready f r evaluation of the sample stress status as shown in 
Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3:4: Two-dimension stresses [8]. 
The Integration sets the wire frame change the integration area based on the corresponding 
values of angles 2Theta start, 2Theta stop, Gamma start, and Gamma stop as shown in Figure 3.5 
and Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3:5: Integration sets on the wire frame [8]. 
 
 Figure 3:6: Integration sets on the wire frame [8] 
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3.5 Stress tensor 
The stress tensor can be selected based on the type of measurement as shown in Figure 3.7.  The 
blue line is an unwrapped Debye ring calculated with the respect to the calculated stress tensor, 
and the shadowed area designates the left and the right limits of the γ angle scale, measured by 
the detector. The sliders allow variation of the goniometer angles and detector distance to 
estimate the segment of the measured Debye ring [8]. 
 
Figure 3:7: Stress tensor [8] 
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Chapter 4 
Finite Element Analysis 
4.1 Introduction  
Finite Element Analysis (FEM) is a popular method used in technology due to its ability to 
model and simulate various engineering and mathematical physics problems.  Finite Element 
Analysis obtains approximate solutions of many problems such as heat transfer, fluid flow, 
physical displacement, and temperature. In finite element analysis, there are many equations for 
various types and dimensions, which can be one- dimensional, two-dimensional and three-
dimensional structures.  In addition, theses applications are trusses element, beams element, shell 
element, and others as shown in Figure 4.1. FEM goal is to reduce cost of the structure and the 
weight. There are various FEM software which are used to simulate various problems such as  
Abaqus, Ansa, Comsol and others.  In this thesis I focus on three-dimensional  solid element by 
Abaqus software.   
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Figure 2.1. Four common types of structural components. Their geometrical features are made
use of to derive dimension reduced system equations.
Therefore, there are six stress components in total at a point in solids. These stresses are
often called a stress tensor. They are often written in a vector form of
σ T = {σxx σyy σzz σyz σxz σxy} (2.2)
Corresponding to the six stress tensors, there are six strain components at any point in a
solid, which can also be written in a similar vector form of
εT = {εxx εyy εzz εyz εxz εxy} (2.3)
 
Figure 4:1: Structural components of FEM [11] 
 
4.2 Three-dimensional solid 
In a three-dimensional (3D) elastic solid, there is a volume V and a surface S, as shown in Figure 
4.2. The shell of the solid is separated into two kinds of surfaces one surfaces is Sf, which the 
external forces are set and other surface is Sd, which the displacements are set.  In addition, the 
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external load can apply by surface force fs and body force fb in any direction in the volume of the 
solid.  The stress components can be at any point in on the surface of cubic volume as shown in 
Figure 4.3.  The stress components can be divided into normal stress and shearing stress.   
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Figure 2.2. Solid subjected to forces applied within the solid (body force) and on the surface of
the solid (surface force).
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Figure 2.3. Six independent stress components at a point in a solid viewed on the surfaces of an
infinitely small cubic block.
Strain is the change of displacement per unit length, and therefore the components of
strain can be obtained from the derivatives of the displacements as follows:
εxx = ∂u
∂x
; εyy = ∂v
∂y
; εzz = ∂w
∂z
;
εxy = ∂u
∂y
+ ∂v
∂x
; εxz = ∂u
∂z
+ ∂w
∂x
; εyz = ∂v
∂z
+ ∂w
∂y
(2.4)
 
  Figure 4:2:Three-dimensional elastic solid [11]. 
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Strain is the change of displacement per unit length, and therefore the components of
strain can be obtained from the derivatives of the displacements as follows:
εxx
x
; εyy = ∂v
∂y
; εzz = ∂w
∂z
;
εxy = ∂u
∂y
+ ∂v
∂x
; εxz = ∂u
∂z
+ ∂w
∂x
; εyz = ∂v
∂z
+ ∂w
∂y
(2.4)
 
Figure 4:3:The stress components of cubic v ume [11]. 
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The relationship between the stress and strain is the constitutive equation, which is the Hooke’ s 
law term.  For anisotropic materials is given by Equation 4.1 in the following matrix.   
σ = cε 
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where u, v and w are the displacement components in the x, y and z directions, respectively.
The six strain–displacement relationships in Eq. (2.4) can be rewritten in the following
matrix form:
ε = LU (2.5)
where U is the displacement vector, and has the form of
U =


u
v
w

 (2.6)
and L is a matrix of partial differential operators obtained simply by inspection on Eq. (2.4):
L =


∂/∂x 0 0
0 ∂/∂y 0
0 0 ∂/∂z
0 ∂/∂z ∂/∂y
∂/∂z 0 ∂/∂x
∂/∂y ∂/∂x 0


(2.7)
2.2.2 Constitutive Equations
The constitutive equation gives the relationship between the stress and strain in the mate-
rial of a solid. It is often termed Hooke’s law. The generalised Hooke’s law for general
anisotropic materials can be given in the following matrix form:
σ = cε (2.8)
where c is a matrix of material constants, which are normally obtained through experiments.
The constitutive equation can be written explicitly as

σxx
σyy
σzz
σyz
σxz
σxy


=


c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16
c22 c23 c24 c25 c26
c33 c34 c35 c36
c44 c45 c46
sy. c55 c56
c66




εxx
εyy
εzz
εyz
εxz
εxy


(2.9)
Note that, since cij = cji , there are altogether 21 independent material constants cij ,
which is the case for a fully anisotropic material. For isotropic materials, however, c can be
reduced to
c =


c11 c12 c12 0 0 0
c11 c12 0 0 0
c11 0 0 0
(c11 − c12)/2 0 0
sy. (c11 − c12)/2 0
(c11 − c12)/2


(2.10)
 
The constitutive equation [11]. 
Where c is a matrix of material constants as shown below [11]   
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where
c11 = E(1− ν)
(1− 2ν)(1 + ν) ; c12 =
Eν
(1− 2ν)(1 + ν) ;
c11 − c12
2
= G (2.11)
in which E, ν and G are Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and the shear modulus of
the material, respectively. There are only two independent constants among these three
constants. The relationship between these three constants is
G = E
2(1 + ν) (2.12)
That is to say, for any isotropic material, given any two of the three constants, the other one
can be calculated using the above equation.
2.2.3 Dynamic Equilibrium Equation
To formulate the dynamic equilibrium equations, let us consider an infinitely small block
of solid, as shown in Figure 2.4. As in forming all equilibrium equations, equilibrium of
forces is required in all directions. Note that, since this is a general, dynamic system, we
have to consider the inertial forces of the block. The equilibrium of forces in the x direction
gives
(σxx + dσxx) dy dz− σxx dy dz+ (σyx + dσyx) dx dz− σyx dx dz
+ (σzx + dσzx) dx dy − σzx dx dy + fx︸︷︷︸
external force
= ρu¨ dx dy dz︸ ︷︷ ︸
inertial force
(2.13)
σxy + dσxy
σxx + dσxx
σyy + dσyy
σyz + dσyz
σyx + dσyx
σzy + dσzy
σzz + dσzz
σzx + dσzx
y
x
z
σyy
σyz
σyx
σzy
σzz
σzx
σxy
σxz
σxx
d y
dz 
dx
σxz+dσxz
Figure 2.4. Stresses on an infinitely small block. Equilibrium equations are derived based on this
state of stresses.
 
 Where are  E, Young’s modulus, ν Poisson’s ratio and G shear modulus. The relationship 
between these three constants is given below.  
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where
c11 = E( − ν)
(1− 2ν)(1 + ν) ; c12 =
Eν
(1− 2ν)(1 + ν) ;
c11 − c12
2
= G (2.11)
in which E, ν and G are Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and the shear modulus of
the material, respectively. There are only two independent constants among these three
constants. The relationship between these three constants is
G = E
2(1 + ν) (2.12)
That is to say, for any isotropic material, given any two of the three constants, the other one
can be calculated using the above equation.
2.2.3 Dynamic Equilibrium Equation
To formulate the dynamic equilibrium equations, let us consider an infinitely small block
of solid, as shown in Figure 2.4. As in forming all equilibrium equations, equilibrium of
forces is required in all directions. Note that, since this s a gener l, dynam c system, we
have to consider the inertial forces of the bl ck. The equilibrium of forces in the x direction
gives
(σxx + dσxx) dy dz− σxx dy dz+ (σyx + dσyx) dx dz− σyx dx dz
+ (σzx + dσzx) dx − σzx x dy + fx︸︷︷︸
external force
= ρu¨ dx dy dz︸ ︷︷ ︸
inertial force
(2.13)
σxy + dσxy
σxx + dσxx
σyy + dσyy
σyz + dσyz
σyx + dσyx
σzy + dσzy
σzz + dσzz
σzx + dσzx
y
x
z
σyy
σyz
σyx
σzy
σzz
zx
σxy
σxz
σxx
d y
dz 
dx
σxz+dσxz
Figure 2.4. Stresses on an infinitely small block. Equilibrium equations are derived based on this
state of stresses.
 
(4.1) 
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4.3 Residual stress analysis by Abaqus 
To predicate residual stress finite element analysis software package is needed to estimate 
residual stresses.  In this case, Abaqus software was used to estimate residual stresses.   There are 
some methods to obtain residual stress such as by Quasi-Static Analysis, initial 
conditions,  Moldflow interface files, or loading unloading step.  Each of these methods is used 
for different analysis.  For instance, Moldflow with Abaqus is used to obtain the residual stress in 
plastic flow of a material. However, in this research, loading and unloading step is used. There 
are steps in module, which provides a suitable way to change the loading and boundary 
conditions of the model.  The residual stress occurs after plastic deformation. Therefore, the 
residual stress can obtain by applying unloading step in module to obtain residual stresses.  
However, in this research, elastic- plastic deformation was investigation to obtain the residual 
stresses direction.  
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Chapter 5 
Results and Discussion 
5.1 Introduction  
In 2000, Almer, Cohen, and Moran investigated the effects of residual macro stresses and micro 
stresses on fatigue crack initiation by using X-ray diffraction and finite element analysis to 
predict fatigue crack initiation in the presence of residual stresses [14]. These researchers 
identified residual stresses in notched 1080 steel samples. Residual stresses were investigated by 
press-fitting operations and pre-straining, and crack initiation was observed through high-cycle 
fatigue analysis. Internal stress and strain behaviour was found in the vicinity of the initiation 
sites by using finite element analysis. Almer, Cohen, and Moran created micro beam X-ray 
diffraction to measure residual macro stresses in different phases of 1080 steel alloy, and found 
that the macro stresses were relaxed, thereby affecting the beginning of cracking. They claimed 
that the micro stresses would disappear during fatigue test [14]. The researchers used one-
dimensional X-ray diffraction as well as a multi-purpose finite element program written by Prof. 
R. L. Taylo for mounding test [14].  
Since then, further research analysis of residual stress has been completed on stamped valves by 
X-ray diffraction and finite elements method [15]. In 2006, Martins, Cardoso, Fraymann, and 
Button analyzed residual stresses in stamped valves by X-ray diffraction and finite element 
method. They used a sin2 ψ method one-dimensional X-ray diffraction to calculate the residual 
stresses in small areas of the stamped valves.  The researchers mounded some parts of the 
stamped valves by MSC Superform version 2004 code. Results were then compared with 
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simulation. In addition, fatigue tests were completed which analyzed endurance bench by 
applying alternate reverse bending on dynamical valves [15]. Finally, Martins et al. claimed that 
the residual stresses resulting from the fatigue tests proved the validity with finite element 
analysis.  
In 2010, Robinson, Tanner, Truman, and Wimpory investigated residual stress using Neutron 
diffraction testing with FEM Abaqus software package to measure and predict machining 
induced redistribution of residual stress in the Aluminium alloy 7449 [16]. A heat treatment was 
performed with cold water immersion quenching before precipitation hardening, and high 
magnitude residual stresses were calculated in the material of two blocks. One block was milling 
to thickness while the other block measured without external effect. The researchers used non-
destructive testing Neutron diffraction to measure the residual stress and compared both results 
for both blocks.  Arising distortions were also calculated using a coordinate measuring machine 
[16]. In addition, a moulding was completed using finite element analysis Abaqus to compare the 
result with the experiment Neutron diffraction testing. Robinson et al. claimed that the results 
generally agree with each method [16].  
In 2004, Anderoglu used one-dimensional X-ray diffraction to analyze residual stresses [17]. 
SS316 stainless steel samples were investigated along with residual stresses analysis using 
Bruker-AXS GADDS 2D Powder and Single-crystal X-Ray Diffractometer. Eight samples of 
residual stresses were analyzed and results were compared in different angle orientation with a 
biaxial model being used to obtain the residual stress. The researcher claimed that the change 
angle orientation gives different residual stresses analysis [17].  
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In 2012 Yuting and Junyi did simulations of residual stress induced by waterjet peening using 
Abaqus [18]. Two different methods were used to calculate residual stresses with a quasi-static 
analysis and transient dynamic analysis using 2D and 3D modules. The researchers stated that 
residual stresses differed between each loading and unloading step. The results in quasi-static 
analysis and transient dynamic analysis differed between two- and three-dimensional [18]. 
Overall, most research calculated residual stresses by using different non-distractive testing. 
However, thin plates are common in engineering applications. This thesis analyzes residual 
stresses in AISI 1020 steel alloy cold rolled manufacture processing plates. Two identical thin 
circular plates are used in this experiment; one of which is statically loaded. The other plate is 
used as a control specimen. Residual stresses in the plates are measured using two-dimensional 
X-ray diffraction and the measurements are compared to those obtained using finite element 
analysis. It was found that experimentally measured residual stress occurred due to manufacture 
processing. Also, modules A and B showed the external effect of applying not enough to reach 
the plastic region to deform specimen 2 and obtain residual stress results distribution. The two 
specimens were thin annular desks with dimension of: 0.79 mm thickness, 38 mm outside 
diameter, and 25 mm inside diameter. One plate was loaded with a static compressive load of 
26.689 KN, referred to as specimen 2 as shown in Figure5.1.  The mechanical and physical 
material properties of AISI 1020 steel alloy cold rolled plates are given in table 5.1 [19].  
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Table 5.1: Material properties of AISI 1020 steel alloy cold rolled plates [19]. 
 
 
 
Figure 5:1: Compressive machine. 
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5.2 Bruker LEPTOS software 
The residual stresses calculation on the two, thin, circular plates was analyzed with Bruker 
LEPTOS software [8]. In the experiment, the input material is iron (Fe) with a Young’s modulus 
of E = 205 GPa and a Poisson ratio of ν = 0.29. The Miller indices plane is hkl (211) for Bragg 
reflection. Co-Kα2 radiation was used to avoid Fe fluorescence. The stress-free 2θ in the vicinity 
of 99.6° was double the Bragg angle for the unstressed lattice plane. The X-ray elastic constants 
of steel alloy 1020 were calculated -1.271E -6 for S1 and 5.811E-6 for1⁄2S2 using equation.2.8 
[2]. The measure of the elastic anisotropy of a cubic material is 1 ARX. The biaxial model was 
chosen to calculate residual stresses, as given by equation 2.2 [2].  
5.3 Frame preparation 
After data collection, the residual stresses were calculated by using the VÅNTEC-500 detector as 
shown in Figure 5.2. The frames required preparation prior to final calculation. Corrections were 
applied to each measured curve in stress, if needed. In the experiment, the background work 
calculated five data points around the curve and eliminated the scattered intensity that does not 
contribute to the diffraction profile. Absorption is one example because it eliminates the 
diffraction intensity, as is polarization, because it affects the calculation of the positions of 
absolute peaks. The Kα2 line 0.5 was used for the intensity ratio. Smoothing was used to 
eliminate the effect of counting statistics on the results of the background and Kα2.The peak 
position was evaluated using Pearson VII, which is used to fit a broad range of line shapes as 
shown in Figure 2.10 and equation 2.16. 
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Figure 5:2: VÅNTEC-500 detector [10]. 
5.4 Experimental test  
The thin, solid lines shown in Figures 5.3 to 5.8 represent data integration over diffraction 
frames. The diffraction solid line ring was measured from the lattice plane family (211). The 
total integration region was given by 2θ, began at 101.5° and ended at 97.5°, and γ began at         
-73.9°and ended at -106.2° for stress analysis. Δγ was 10°. Figures 5.3 to 5.8 show examples of 
different frame samples with the same orientation: (a) illustrates the data collection scheme for 
stress data points collected at ω omega 50° constant, 4ψ psi angles at (15, 40, 65, 80), and 13 φ 
phi at (65, 110, 155, 200, 80, 103, 126, 172, 195, 80, 98, 116, 134). Both samples had a pseudo-
hydrostatic term σph standard error of 0.0±18.8, and the final d0 = 0.1171 nm and 2θ was 99.64°. 
For the first sample, the residual stresses were σ11 = 240 ± 24 MPa and σ22 = 252.5±21.224 MPa. 
Therefore, these results indicate a slightly higher standard error with a principal stress tensor of 
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σI = 263.224 MPa and σII = 229.324 MPa. For the second loaded sample, the residual stresses 
were σ11= 285 ± 20 MPa and σ22 = 219.3±20.424 MPa. Therefore, these results indicate a 
significantly higher standard error with principal stress tensor of σI = 285.424 MPa and σII = 
218.924 MPa. 
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Figure 5:3:  Frames orientation (ω  50, ψ15, φ  65,110,155, 200) for specimen 1. 
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Figure 5:4: Frames orientation (ω  50, ψ  15, φ  65,110,155,200) for specimen 2. 
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 Figure 5:5: Frames orientation (ω  50, ψ  40, φ  80,103,126,149,172,195) for specimen 1. 
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Figure 5:6: Frames orientation (ω  50, ψ  40, φ  80,103,126,149,172,195) for specimen 2. 
As a result, the thin solid lines represent data integration over a diffraction frame shown in 
specimen 2, and the residual stress distribution is higher than in specimen 1. However, not all 
frames can have data integration calculated in the experiment, some frames had insufficient data 
points as show in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8. These frames orientation did not satisfy Bragg’s 
law. This experiments were done at McMaster University in chemistry department X-ray lab, 
and more information about the experiment is provided in Appendix A and B.  
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Figure 5:7: Frames orientation (ω  50, ψ  80, φ  83,98,113,128,143,158,173,188) for specimen 
1. 
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Figure 5:8: Frames orientation (ω  50, ψ  80, φ  83,98,113,128,143,158,173, 88) for specimen 
2. 
5.5 The finite element analysis 
Finite element analysis code Abaqus, version 6.12 [12], was used to predict the residual stress 
distribution in specimen # 2.  Modules A and B proved the amount of pressure which was 
needed to get residual stress distribution. A three-dimensional element model of the circular steel 
plate was modeled using A three-dimensional solid elements. Material response was assumed to 
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be isotropic and to follow elastic-plastic deformation and undergo strain hardening during plastic 
deformation. The elastic material properties were set to Young’s modulus of E = 205 GPa and a 
Poisson ratio ν = 0.29. The plastic stress-strain relationship was described using four points on 
the curve adopted as shown in Figure 5.9 [12].  True stress and true strain volume are given in 
table 5.1. The mesh of the plate was made of hex 3D solid elements (type C3D8R) as shown 
Figure 5.10.  For module A, a uniform compressive pressure of 41.5 MPa was applied on the top 
surface of the plate.  However, for module B, a uniform compressive pressure of 300 MPa was 
applied on the top surface of the plate. For both modules, displacement was constrained to zero 
in Z directions of the bottom plate as shown in plate Figure 5.11.  The model followed Abaqus 
standard procedure to predict residual stress.  
A.E.M. Pertence, P.R. Cetlin / Journal of Materials Processing Technology 84 (1998) 261–267264
Fig. 8. Effect of strain rate on the values of !max and "max for material
NMM21/T.
Fig. 9. Effect of strain rate on the values of !max and "max for material
NMM31/T.
3.2. Effect of annealing of the NMM
Annealing interrupted the ageing process discussed
above that leads to an increase in both !max and "max.
This effect is described in Figs. 4 and 5 for material
NMM31/R and in Figs. 6 and 7 for material NMM21/
R. Again, it is believed that the heating associated with
annealing changes the wetting of CaCo3 by vaseline,
leading to a return of the properties of the material to
a situation similar to that before any ageing took place.
3.3. Effect of strain rate on the NMM
Increase in strain rate led to greater values of both
!max and "max (Figs. 8 and 9), the effect being somewhat
more pronounced for material NMM31. The overall
effect is probably associated with the viscous behaviour
of vaseline.
3.4. Comparison of the new model material (NMM)
with con!entional plasticine (CP)
Except for the stress level, there was a remarkable
similarity of behaviour between conventional plasticine
and the NMM. Fig. 10 shows the stress–strain curves
for these materials. NMM21 and NMM31 were taken
on the 40th d y and at an initial strain rate of 5.55×
10−4 s−1, employing acrylic compression platens and
strain curves were obtained similarly as for the new
model material [18,21].
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Effect of composition and time after manufacturing
of the NMM (ageing)
Fig. 1 shows typical results of the compression te t of
material NMM31/T, considering different times after
its manufacturing. It is quite clear from this figure that
both the stress level and the ductility (!max) of the
material increase for a greater standing time, the reason
for this being unknown, but is probably due to changes
in the wetting of CaCO3 by vaseline for greater stand-
ing times.
The maximum stress ("max) in Fig. 1 is defined as the
stress at the moment at which the material reaches its
ductility (!max). Figs. 2 and 3 show respectively, the
variation of !max and "max for materials NMM21 and
NMM31 at different times after their manufacture. In
both cases, the influence of composition is relatively
small and the observed values initially increase, but
stabilise after approximately the 25th day.
Fig. 10. Comparison of the stress–strain behaviour of NMM/T with
that of conventional plasticine.
Fig. 11. Comparison of the stress–strain curve from the literature
(triangles, [22]) with that from the present paper (squares), for steel
ABNT 1020.
 
Figure 5:9: The plastic stress-strain relationship curve [20]. 
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Table 5.2: The plastic stress- strain volume [12].  
Yield Stress (MPa)  Plastic Strain 
250 0.0 
350 0.1 
550 0.2 
600 0.3 
700 0.4 
750 0.5 
800 0.6 
 
 
Figure 5:10:Mesh elements. 
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 Figure 5:11: Uniform pressures with boundary condition. 
5.6  Finite Element Analysis Results 
After the specimen was loaded and the load removed, the residual stresses were determined. For 
module A, a uniform compressive pressure of 41.5 MPa was not enough to obtain any residual 
stress results distribution as shown in Figure 5.12 and 5.13. In Figure 5.13 results did not obtain 
any residual stress. Therefore, module B was used to get residual stress distribution. The residual 
stress results distribution is shown in MPa terms of Von Mises, loaded and unloaded results are 
shown in Figure 5.14, 5.15 respectively.  
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Figure 5:12: Module A,  loading Von Mises result. 
 
 Figure 5:13: Module A , unloading Von Mises result. 
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 Figure 5:14: Module B, loading Von Mises result. 
                       
Figure 5:15: Module B, unloading Von Mises result (residual stress). 
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5.7 Discussions and Conclusion 
In this study the effect of residual stress distribution on a thin, circular plate was investigated. 
The main objective of this study was to compare residual macro stresses on two steel cold-rolled 
alloys of AISI 1020 specimens, which were loaded and unloaded using two-dimensional X-ray 
diffraction. For specimen unloading 1, the residual stresses using two-dimensional X-ray 
diffraction were σ11 = 240 ± 24 MPa and σ22 = 252.5±21.224 MPa. In addition, for specimen 2 
which was loaded by uniform compressive pressure of 41.5 MPa, the residual stresses were σ11= 
285 ± 20 MPa and σ22 = 219.3±20.424 MPa. As a result, the differences in residual stresses in 
the thin, circular plates between specimens 1 and 2 could have occurred because of the external 
load of 41.5MPa, which added to σ11 specimens 2. However, specimens 1 and 2 had high 
residual stress distribution due to cold rolled manufacturing processing. Specimen 2 could differ 
from specimen 1 due to external load; however, the external load of 41.5 MPa was not enough 
itself to reach the plastic region.  
Therefore, comparing modules A and B proved finite element analysis. In module A, 
compressive pressure of 41.5 MPa was applied in specimen 2, which was not enough to deform 
and reach the plastic region; therefore, no residual stress was found. Consequently, the amount of 
pressure was increased for module B to 300 MPa to reach plastic region and to obtain residual 
stress distribution.   
In short, applying compressive pressure of 41.5 MPa was not enough in itself to obtain residual 
stress; therefore, the residual stress in the experiment was due to cold rolled manufacturing 
processing and not because of external load. In order to obtain residual stresses due to external 
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load rather than manufacturing processing, the researcher must increase the amount of pressure 
at least to 300 MPa for specimen 2.  
Notably, a three-dimensional finite element model was used rather than a two-dimensional 
model because it covered all geometrical effects. Also, the three-dimensional finite element 
model had the ability to predict the pressure on the top surfaces of the specimens rather than on 
their edges.  
This work conducted an analysis of the residual stress effect on a material, and the effect of an 
external loading on a material was shown. There are two identical thin circular plates in this 
research, which analyzed the effect of residual stress.   
5.8 Future work 
In addition to this work the fatigue test may be used to estimate the fatigue life of the material. 
Also, instead of using a statics load to the specimen, another external effect can be applied such 
as a heat treatment, welding effect, dynamic loaded and other can investigate. In addition, two-
dimensional X-ray diffraction was used to analyze residual stress a the macro level, by which a 
synchrotron source can provide more accurate information about residual stress [1]. In addition, 
instead of solid plate used in experiment, a thin film can be investigated or other type of 
specimens.  
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Appendix A 
Residual stresses specimen 1 
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Measured: Peak Evaluation Method:
Pearson VII  01-Jul-2012
Normal:
252.5 + 21.2
Shear:
-/- + -/-
Stress Model:
Biaxial 0.0 + 18.8
Pseudo-Hydro:
   Corrections:   Absorption , Background ( 5 ) , Polarisation , Smooth , K alpha 2  ( 0.50 )
   Stress Tensor: 240.0 + 24.0
-15.8 + 19.0
-/- + -/-
-15.8 + 19.0
252.5 + 21.2
-/- + -/-
-/- + -/-
-/- + -/-
-/- + -/-
   Principal Stress Tensor: Sigma I :  263.2 Sigma II :  229.3 Sigma III :  -/-
   Stress Orientation: 124.2
34.2
90.0
34.2
55.8
90.0
-/-
-/-
-/-
d 0: 0.1171 nm 2 thetha 0: 99.6410
Segments: Phi: Psi: 2Thetha:   Data: Omega: Gamma: Rejection:
Acusail2f_292-000-0000 50.0 65.0 15.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
2
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Acusail2f_292-000-0001 50.0 110.0 15.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_292-000-0002 50.0 155.0 15.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_292-000-0003 50.0 200.0 15.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
3
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Acusail2f_293-000-0000 50.0 80.0 40.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_293-000-0001 50.0 103.0 40.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_293-000-0002 50.0 126.0 40.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
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Acusail2f_293-000-0003 50.0 149.0 40.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_293-000-0004 50.0 172.0 40.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_293-000-0005 50.0 195.0 40.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
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Acusail2f_294-000-0000 50.0 80.0 65.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_294-000-0001 50.0 98.0 65.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_294-000-0002 50.0 116.0 65.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
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Acusail2f_294-000-0003 50.0 134.0 65.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_294-000-0004 50.0 152.0 65.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_294-000-0005 50.0 170.0 65.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
7
  71 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acusail2f_294-000-0006 50.0 188.0 65.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_295-000-0000 50.0 83.0 80.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_295-000-0001 50.0 98.0 80.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
8
  72 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acusail2f_295-000-0002 50.0 113.0 80.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_295-000-0003 50.0 128.0 80.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_295-000-0004 50.0 143.0 80.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
9
  73 
 
 
Acusail2f_295-000-0005 50.0 158.0 80.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_295-000-0006 50.0 173.0 80.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
Acusail2f_295-000-0007 50.0 188.0 80.0 -75.505 99.699
-78.739 99.701
-81.973 99.712
-85.207 99.692
-88.441 99.704
-91.674 99.712
-94.908 99.663
-98.142 99.692
-101.376 99.686
-104.610 99.682
10
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Appendix B 
Residual stresses specimen 2 
09/10/2012  10:49:58 AM
Project:
Operator:
Sample:
Site:
Stress_2D
Sample
 Material  H  K  L  Wavelength  2Theta  Poisson  Young   S1  1/2 S2  Arx
 Fe  2 1 1  Co-Ka1  99.699  0.280  220264  -1.271E-6  5.811E-6  1.000
Integration: 2 Thetha start: 101.5 2 Thetha stop: 97.5
Gamma start: -73.9 Gamma stop: -106.2
Subregions: 10 Step: 0.1
Peak
Rejection:
20
1
  75 
 
Measured: Peak Evaluation Method:
Pearson VII  01-Jul-2012
Normal:
285.1 + 20.0
Shear:
-/- + -/-
Stress Model:
Biaxial 0.0 + 18.1
Pseudo-Hydro:
   Corrections:   Absorption , Background ( 5 ) , Polarisation , Smooth , K alpha 2  ( 0.50 )
   Stress Tensor: 285.1 + 20.0
-4.8 + 15.8
-/- + -/-
-4.8 + 15.8
219.3 + 20.4
-/- + -/-
-/- + -/-
-/- + -/-
-/- + -/-
   Principal Stress Tensor: Sigma I :  285.4 Sigma II :  218.9 Sigma III :  -/-
   Stress Orientation: 4.1
94.1
90.0
85.9
4.1
90.0
-/-
-/-
-/-
d 0: 0.1171 nm 2 thetha 0: 99.6375
Segments: Phi: Psi: 2Thetha:   Data: Omega: Gamma: Rejection:
Acusail1f_296-000-0000 50.0 65.0 15.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
2
  76 
 
Acusail1f_296-000-0001 50.0 110.0 15.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_296-000-0002 50.0 155.0 15.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_296-000-0003 50.0 200.0 15.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
3
  77 
 
Acusail1f_297-000-0000 50.0 80.0 40.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_297-000-0001 50.0 103.0 40.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_297-000-0002 50.0 126.0 40.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
4
  78 
 
Acusail1f_297-000-0003 50.0 149.0 40.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_297-000-0004 50.0 172.0 40.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_297-000-0005 50.0 195.0 40.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
5
  79 
 
Acusail1f_298-000-0000 50.0 80.0 65.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_298-000-0001 50.0 98.0 65.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_298-000-0002 50.0 116.0 65.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
6
  80 
 
 
Acusail1f_298-000-0006 50.0 188.0 65.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_299-000-0000 50.0 83.0 80.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_299-000-0001 50.0 98.0 80.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
8
  81 
 
 
Acusail1f_298-000-0003 50.0 134.0 65.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_298-000-0004 50.0 152.0 65.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_298-000-0005 50.0 170.0 65.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
7
  82 
 
Acusail1f_299-000-0002 50.0 113.0 80.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_299-000-0003 50.0 128.0 80.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_299-000-0004 50.0 143.0 80.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
9
  83 
 
  
Acusail1f_299-000-0005 50.0 158.0 80.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_299-000-0006 50.0 173.0 80.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
Acusail1f_299-000-0007 50.0 188.0 80.0 -75.505 99.721
-78.739 99.691
-81.973 99.701
-85.207 99.693
-88.441 99.694
-91.674 99.693
-94.908 99.683
-98.142 99.683
-101.376 99.680
-104.610 99.674
10
  84 
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